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Editor’s Note
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About six months ago, I set a
500-rear wheel horsepower goal
for the truck, a truck I bought
strictly to tow with over 14 years
ago. I chose that hp goal for a few
reasons: It’s more power than new
trucks have; it’s street-able; it’s a
safe number for the stock forged
rods, and when I bought the truck
all those years ago, 500 rwhp was
pretty impressive. While a 500-hp
7.3L is still impressive, diesel per-
formance has come a long way
since 2002; there are tons of 500-
plus hp 7.3L’s out there. Well, after
collecting parts for a few months, I
realized that 500 hp was simply
not going to be enough. I realized
that no matter how much power I

had on tap that I would never be
happy with it (yeah, I know the ob-
vious question, “Then why are you
using a 7.3L?” Get off me. I like the
old pig). After bench racing with
guys like Dave Armstrong from
Swamps Diesel, and watching Matt
Maier from Irate Diesel break the
7.3L horsepower record with his
OBS (1,226 hp, congrats Matt)
there was no way I could build a
modest 7.3L. 800 hp is the new
goal, but to show you how to build
your ideal 7.3L, I’ll be doing it in
stages, sort of. Some things just
can’t be done in stages, so when I
hit one of those marks, I’ll explain
what other parts should be used in
place of what I’m using for a lesser

hp number. This way you’ll have
all the info you need. The first
stage I just passed: 500 hp. Ironi-
cally, that first step immediately
blew my somewhat built trans-
mission up. So since it’ll be out
soon, and I’ll have such easy ac-
cess to the up pipes, it’s time for a
new turbo system too. Onwards
to the next one—600 hp.

While I’m not competing in the
Ultimate Callout Challenge, I am
using UCC as my goal for 600 hp.
I’ll be slapping it on the NWDC
dyno at Industrial Injection’s Dyno
Day the day after our event ends.
Due to the time it takes to print
the magazine, as I write this, it’s
6:23 pm on April 11th 2016, three
weeks before UCC (May 4-6th).
So, here’s where you get to see if I
failed or not, if you’re near a com-
puter or have your cell with you,
check out our FB page and look
for a post on May 7,  2016. You’ll
see…did I make my goal? 

Keep an eye out for my 7.3L
project in the next few issues of
Diesel World. We’ll also be follow-
ing contributor Jacob White’s 
Duramax build and continuing on
with contributor Jason Sands’
Cummins build. Yup, we still play
with trucks too.

-Adam 

Busted Knuckles

“"...I REALIZED
THAT NO
MATTER HOW
MUCH POWER I
HAD ON TAP I
WOULD NEVER
BE HAPPY WITH
IT... SO 800HP
IS THE NEW
GOAL..."

BY ADAM BLATTENBERG

I
’m pretty excited that event season is here again. Really stoked to hang out at the tracks,
shops and venues again. Even though it’s only been a few months, it’s been way too long. After
watching everyone else build their trucks in the off season, it made me cringe as most of my

winter days are spent sitting behind a desk putting magazines together. I spent 15 years building
custom trucks for a living before magazine life bit me. I’m a mechanic at heart (in fact, I often get
my hand slapped for stepping in and doing some of the work at photo shoots) and I’ve been itch-
ing to do some serious wrenching on my own projects. So about half way through the winter, I
started seriously preparing to get my 7.3L Power Stroke project rolling.

Itching for More Power
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Turbo Thruster II 
7.3L GTP38
For 1994-1998 F-Series pickups, BD’s Turbo Thruster II prom-
ises to reduce EGTs and smoke levels with no on-throttle
surging. With Ballistic 66mm billet compressor wheel and
76.5mm turbine wheel at 1.00 A/R, this turbo flows 1,050
cfm for stock to 500+ horsepower. Featuring adjustable
wastegate, oil-resistant intake hose and clamp, it’s available
in BD’s “California” model. This turbo is fit for off-road, street
and highway applications.

BD DIESEL PERFORMANCE
800.887.5030
DieselPerformance.com

Tactical Trailer 
Tester Field Kit

IPA has announced its 37-piece Tactical Trailer Tester Field Kit de-
signed to test, clean and restore tow circuits on all trucks and trail-
ers. Including all the tools and adapters for maintenance on 4/5, 6
Round, 7 Flat and 7 Round pin electrical connectors, the 9200 Tacti-
cal kit comes with the Heavy Ranger MUTT, 3-Way Trailer Adapter
and 500mA Battery Charger; 8-foot Cable with 7 Round Connector,
4/5 Pin Trailer Circuit Harness Checker, 6 Round Pin Truck Side Cir-
cuit Tester, 7 Round Pin Truck Side Circuit Tester, 7 Flat (Spade) Pin
Trailer Circuit Tester, 7 Round to 7 Flat Adapter, Diamond-Tip Electri-
cal Terminal Cleaners, and a Truck and Trailer Master Electrical
Cleaning Kit.

IPA
845.679.4500
IPATools.com

Extruded Aluminum
Expansion and
Overflow Tanks
Flex-a-Lite has introduced a cooling system expansion and overflow
tank to match the engineering and appearance of its radiators to bring
technical advances to the cooling system. It can be used as either an ex-
pansion tank or an overflow canister. As an expansion tank, coolant can
be drawn from the tank back into the radiator as the system cools; as an
overflow, the tank contains any fluid that escapes the pressurized radia-
tor cap under high temperatures.

FLEX-A-LITE
800.851.1510
Flex-a-Lite.com
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6.4L Ford 
Nozzle Set
This 6.4L Ford Nozzle Set by Dynomite Diesel is intended for
650 to 1,500+ RWHP applications with nozzle sizes of 15-
percent over to 100-percent over or greater for better throttle
response and fueling control. Designed to meet needs for any-
one towing a trailer with their daily driver to all-out race appli-
cations.

DYNOMITE DIESEL PRODUCTS
208.209.3214
DynomiteDiesel.com

68RFE
Transmission
NAPC has unveiled their updated
68RFE Transmission for 2007.5-2014
Dodge Ram 2500-3500, 6.7L 
Cummins in three lines; their Tow 
Series, 450 Series, and Race HD Se-
ries. Promising smooth shifts and
maximum reliability, NAPC’s 68RFE
offers the power needed to haul all
your trailers and toys.

NAPC
866.456.4498
NAPC.CA

Tie Rod 
Reinforcement Sleeves
Fleece Performance is now offering Tie Rod Reinforcement
Sleeves for any 2011-2015 GM 2500-3500HD pickup that uti-
lizes four-wheel drive. Able to keep weak factory tie rods from
bending under added stress, these Tie Rod Reinforcement
Sleeves support against increased horsepower and torque 
and aggressive tires.

FLEECE PERFORMANCE ENGINEERING
317.286.3573
FleecePerformance.com



GT PLATINUM® DIESEL

SHOP ONLINE 
Free Shipping at bullydog.com

GAUGES TUNING DIAGNOSTICS

Bully Dog GT Platinum

THE TRILOGY OF POWER

Take advantage of dyno-proven performance tuning, 

monitoring and diagnostics to gain performance as 

well as improved safety & fuel economy for your 

truck. Multiple tuning levels offer multiple levels of 

support, from trips across town to pulling a heavy load. 

GT Platinum’s programming features deliver power 

and control, while monitoring capabilities ensure 

confidence in your vehicle. Performance, safety and 

fuel economy–all in one unit.

A full list of vehicle applications available at bullydog.com. All vehicle make/model names and vehicle manufacturer names and related marks are trademarks of their respective owners, which are in no way  
associated or affiliated with Derive Power, LLC (“Derive”). These trademarks of other manufacturers are used solely to identify the vehicles of those manufacturers with which Derive’s products may be used.  
All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. THIS PRODUCT IS NOT LEGAL FOR SALE OR USE IN THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA ON POLLUTION CONTROLLED VEHICLES.
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LoadLifter 5000 
for Ford F-250 and 
F-350 Pickups

Turbo Tuner
Power Driven Diesel is offering a new
boost controller for internal waste-
gate control. This Turbo Tuner
doesn’t have a bleed orifice, meaning
that it can be mounted in the cab to
allow for adjustment at the turn of a
knob. This tuner promises to eliminate
early wastegate opening to increase
spool-up, control, and power when
and where you need it.

POWER DRIVEN DIESEL
PowerDrivenDiesel.com

Air Lift has reengineered its
LoadLifter 5000 and Load-
Lifter 5000 Ultimate air
spring kits for late model
Ford F-250 and F-350 pick-
ups including the 2015 F-250
Super Duty 4WD pickup,
2011-2016 F-250 and F-350
4WD pickups, and 2011-2014
F-450 4WD pickups. Boast-
ing improved spring align-
ment, the new lower bracket
assembly features quicker
and easier installation and
the addition of an internal
jounce bumper for shock ab-
sorption and extra protec-

tion. Both the LoadLifter 5000 and the LoadLifter 5000 Ultimate
deliver up to 5,000 lbs. of load-leveling capability.

AIR LIFT COMPANY
AirLiftCompany.com

Precision Turbo and Engine has added stainless
steel V-band inlet/outlet turbine housings for
turbochargers equipped with 70mm or 75mm
exducer turbine wheels. Available in either .81 or
.96 A/R and equipped with a standard 3 5/8-
inch V-band turbine discharge, these housings
allow the turbo position to be clocked 360 de-
grees for ease of installation as well as being
able to withstand higher temperatures without
warping and offering improved heat retention to
enhance performance.

PRECISION TURBO AND ENGINE
855.996.7832
PrecisionTurbo.net

Stainless Steel V-Band
Inlet/Outlet
Turbine Housings



UNBEATABLE SERVICE, TECH ADVICE, SATISFACTION, AND SELECTION.

Call by 10 pm EST: In-Stock Parts Shipped That Day!
1.800.230.3030 •  Tech: 1.330.630.3030 •  Int’l: 1.330.630.0230

FIND IT AT
SCode: 1607DW • Prices subject to change without notice. Please check SummitRacing.com for current pricing. Typographical, 
description, or photography errors are subject to correction. Some parts are not legal for use in California or other states with 
similar laws/regulations. Please check your state and/or local laws/regulations. © 2016 AUTOSALES, INC. 

For Work or Play.
Summit Racing Equipment is the source for parts, tools, 
and accessories for everything diesel, and more. 
Plus, you’ll get unbeatable service, expert tech advice, 
24/7 ordering, and fast shipping. 
Millions of Parts. One Source. SummitRacing.com

Carhartt 
SeatSaver Seat Protectors
Keyword: CVC Carhartt
as low as $130.00 each

AirDog II 
Fuel Air Separation Systems
Keyword: PAD AirDog Air II
as low as $675.00 kit

Black Steel 
Elite Full Guard Bumpers
Keyword: FFI Elite Full Guard
as low as $1,524.99 each

Retrax 
PowertraxPRO 
Tonneau Covers
Keyword: Retrax Powertrax Pro
as low as $2,575.00 each

PBX A/T 
Hardcore LT Radial Tires
Keyword: PBT PBX
as low as $359.99 each

Tuff Jugs
Keyword: SUM Tuff
as low as $39.97 each

Gun-Sight 
Exhaust Tips
Keyword: RMW Gun Sight
as low as $80.00 each

Air Conditioning 
Manifold Gauge Kit
Keyword: WMR Manifold Kit
WMR-W89730 $57.97 kit

Aluminized 
Performance Exhaust Systems
Keyword: DEP Aluminized Systems
as low as $299.97 kit

Coolant Bypass Kits
Keyword: FLE Bypass
as low as $349.00 kit

S467 Turbocharger 
Kits for Dodge Cummins
Keyword: BDD S467
as low as $3,290.00 kit

Flexplates
Keyword: APF Flexplates
as low as $427.50 each
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2.8L Duramax
EFILive
New tuning soft-
ware as well as a
DSP4 switch is now
available for the
new Colorado and
Canyon Duramax
2.8L Diesels. The
DSP4 custom oper-
ating system allows
customers to switch
'on the fly' between
four tunes, all
stored in the ECM's
flash memory.
Having multiple
tunes instantly
accessible means
changing tunes to suit differ-
ent driving conditions no longer requires the
ECM to be reflashed each time you choose to run a dif-
ferent tune. Simply build up all the tunes you need, flash
the ECM once and then select your desired tune.

EFILIVE
EFILive.com

6.4L Power 
Stroke Intake
Sinister Diesel’s new Cold Air Intake for the 2008–2010
Ford 6.4L Power Stroke features mandrel bent aluminum
for maximum strength, airflow and heat dissipation plus
rather than using industry standard rubber couplers, Sinis-
ter uses superior silicone couplers for longevity. With a pol-
ished and powdercoated finish for durability and a clean
look under the hood. Easy installation completes the long
list of features truck owners will appreciate. The new 6.4L
intake joins the 7.3L and fifty-state legal 6.0L Power Stroke
Cold Air Intakes in Sinister’s high performance product line.

SINISTER DIESEL
SinisterDiesel.com

Titan XD Air
Support
LoadLifter 5000 ULTIMATE for the Nis-
san Titan XD (part #88229) offers all
the benefits of the LoadLifter 5000, but
with the addition of an exclusive internal
jounce bumper, which provides added
shock absorption and extra protection
for heavy loads. Both the LoadLifter
5000 and LoadLifter 5000 ULTIMATE
series are fully adjustable and offer up to
5,000 lbs. of leveling capacity to keep
vehicles stable, level and comfortable,
whether loaded or unloaded.

AIR LIFT COMPANY
AirLiftCompany.com
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Americana Wheels
There’s nothing exciting about stock wheels. Brand new from CaliOffRoad is their
Americana Wheel. They’re available in chrome or satin black with milled spokes;
this split 8-spoke design will completely transform your truck and give it that
sought-after tough look. DW

CALIOFFROAD
CaliOffRoad.com

Get peace of mind and
upgrade your problem-
atic factory oil
cooler
with a
new improved
PPE Oil Cooler.
This new updated
PPE Oil Cooler is de-
signed with larger and
stronger internal passageways for im-
proved oil and coolant flow. This up-
dated version also adds an additional
row for greater heat dissipation. The
end result is cooler oil supply to vital
engine components allowing for less
wear on injectors, turbo parts and an
overall better working oil system.

PACIFIC PERFORMANCE 
ENGINEERING
PPEdiesel.com

www.dieselworldmag.com

• Home of the Cummins “Big Stick”

• Custom Camshaft Grinding (Gas/Diesel)

• Duramax, Powerstroke, VW TDI, and other diesel camshafts

• Regrinds and billets available

• All work guaranteed

www.coltcams.com

Geoff Bardal
over 30 years experience

(604) 856-3571
Aldergrove, B.C.

Cummins
Motor Mount
Inserts
Prothane offers two new motor mount re-
placements for Dodge/Ram Cummins 5.9
and 6.7 Diesel engines. These urethane in-
serts interlock with factory motor mounts
to provide a superior balance of stability
and performance. They are precision fit
and easy to install. Prothane’s high-
strength urethane is impervious to oil and
grease and offers a more durable alterna-
tive to OEM rubber, which tends to fail. Part
#4-508 fits 5.9 engines. 

PROTHANE
PROTHANE.com

Upgraded 6.0L
Oil Cooler
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R
epeat 6.0L Power
Stroke owners aren’t
common. Still, they

are out there. And their love
for the 365ci International
V-8 runs deep. After owning
an ’05 F-250 that ran mid-
12s and made roughly 650-
rwhp, Justin Gerebizza set
his sights even higher with
this competition-killing ’06
F-350. With a built engine,
compound turbos, hybrid
injectors, and one hell of 
an affordable price tag, he
simply couldn’t keep him-
self from purchasing the
truck. “It was a great deal
on a fully built truck to build
off of,” he told us. “I'd like to
get it up into the 1,300hp
range, eventually.”

This Sleek,
Compound-
Turbo’d
Super Duty
Means 
Business

BY MIKE MCGLOTHLIN
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“THE 6.0L MILL
INCORPORATES A
CRYOGENICALLY

TREATED FACTORY
BLOCK AND CRANK”
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POWER FOUNDATION
First things first, a rock-solid foundation was put together

by Robert Shockley, the original owner of the truck. The 6.0L
mill incorporates a cryogenically treated factory block and
crank, R&R chromoly steel connecting rods, River City Diesel
fly-cut, de-lipped, and ceramic coated pistons, and a Stage 2
cam for hot street use. The factory cast-iron heads were fitted
with River City Diesel High-Rev valve springs and chromoly
pushrods, utilize OE Ford head gaskets, and anchor to the
block via ARP Custom Age 625+ head studs.

HEUI FUELING
Wise parts selection on the fuel injection side of things

keeps the HEUI system both effective and affordable. Known to
be conservative on high-pressure oil demand, a set of hybrid
injectors was chosen over traditional (oil-hungry) units. 

Built to handle big horsepower, torque, and boost, nothing was left to chance
with this 6.0L Power Stroke. A cryo’d crank (inside a cryo’d factory block) swings
a set of R&R chromoly steel connecting rods and de-lipped, fly-cut, and ceramic
coated pistons from River City Diesel. A stage 2 cam from River City Diesel also
made the cut, as did its High Rev valve springs and chromoly pushrods. The
heads stay glued to the block thanks to a set of ARP Custom Age 625+ head
studs. Hybrid 340/150 injectors from Maryland Performance Diesel dwell in the
heads, and an OE high-pressure oil pump keeps them happy.

With the engine built to handle big boost, that’s exactly what it would get.
The S300/S400 compound turbocharger arrangement forces 85 psi worth of
boost through a Mishimoto intercooler, and this High Tech Turbo S400 is the
first snail to take a bite out of the surrounding ambient air. The T6 flanged
charger features an 88mm compressor wheel (inducer), 88/96mm turbine
wheel, and a 1.32 A/R exhaust housing.

Sitting in the valley and bolted to a T4 pedestal is a box S366 from Borg-
Warner. Maryland Performance Diesel and the previous owner of the truck,
Robert Shockley, teamed up for the fabrication of the pedestal, up-pipes, and
all intercooler plumbing. The S366 uses the proven 74mm turbine wheel and
.90 A/R housing combination to get boost production started.

Mounted directly behind the Mishimoto intercooler (and Mishimoto radiator,
for that matter) sits a set of dual Flex-a-lite fans. The twin electric fans keep
the engine’s operating temp in check and also free up some extra ponies.

Specs
Year/Make/Model: 2006 Ford F-350
OWNER: Justin Gerebizza
HOMETOWN: Crystal Lake, Illinois
ODOMETER: 100,000 miles
ENGINE: 6.0L Power Stroke built by Precision Automotive & Diesel with cryogeni-
cally treated factory block and crank, R&R Racing Products chromoly steel connecting
rods, River City Diesel 0.020 over valve-relieved, de-lipped, ceramic coated pistons,
River City Diesel High Rev valvesprings, chromoly pushrods, and Stage 2 cam, ARP
Custom Age 625+ head studs with OEM Ford head gaskets, Maryland Performance
Diesel intake manifold and oil cooler relocation kit, Flex-a-lite electric fans, Mishimoto
aluminum radiator
FUEL: Maryland Performance Diesel 340/150 hybrid injectors, stock high-pressure oil
pump, Precision Automotive & Diesel regulated return fuel system, Aeromotive A1000
lift pump, fuel tank sump
AIR: S488/S366 compound turbos (High Tech Turbo S488, box BorgWarner cast
S366), Maryland Performance Diesel/ Precision Automotive & Diesel piping, pedestal,
up-pipes, Mishimoto intercooler
EXHAUST: 5-inch over-axle system with 8-inch tip
TRANSMISSION: Maryland Performance Diesel Stage 2 5R110W with Diesel 
Performance Converters billet, triple-disc torque converter, billet input, intermediate,
and output shafts, modified valvebody
TUNING: Gearhead Automotive Performance via SCT X3 tuner
TIRES: Nitto 420S 305/50R20
WHEELS: 20x12-inch Moto Metal 962
SUSPENSION: Flight Fabrications four-link front suspension and rear traction bars
FUN FACT: Justin used to own a single (S400) turbo’d 6.0L that made roughly 650
hp and ran mid 12s. But that didn’t even come close to quenching his thirst for more
power. With a deal too good to pass up, he purchased this truck in its current state:
fully built and ready to turn heads.
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Built by Maryland Performance Diesel, the
hybrids flow 340cc’s worth of fuel, utilize
150-percent over nozzles, and only require
a stock displacement (OE) high-pressure

oil pump to perform at their peak poten-
tial. Getting fuel to the injectors starts
with a sump in the factory tank, followed
by an Aeromotive A1000. The 70-psi of

fuel pressure supplied by the A1000 
circulates effectively throughout the
heads due to a regulated return system
made by Precision Automotive and Diesel.

Ruling out any axle wrap from occurring out back is a set of ladder bar style traction bars from
Flight Fabrications. Made from 1026 DOM tubing, they utilize Currie Enterprises Johnny Joints
(for utmost durability and serviceability) and .25-inch thick mounting brackets. Also notice the
Aeromotive A1000 lift pump, which sends diesel through massive 0.625-inch fuel line (and a
water separator and fuel filter) all the way up to an Aeromotive regulator on the engine.

No factory radius arm front suspension to speak of here. Like the rear, Flight Fabrications was
sourced to end wheel hop on boosted launches. Flight’s four-link front suspension employs 1026
DOM tubing, burley mounts, is 100-percent TIG-welded, and sports a gloss white finish to match
the traction bars.

Fortifying the last link in the driveline chain, the rear 10.5-inch Sterling houses a Grizzly locker and 3.73 ring and pinion gear set from Yukon Gear & Axle. Chromoly axle
shafts were also added to handle the abuses of sending 800-plus horsepower through them.

While subtle in appearance, a set of Nitto 420S tires usually indicates
that a truck means business. In Justin’s case, the 305/50R20 tread on
his Ford does its best to grab every bit of pavement it can on boosted
four-wheel drive launches, while a set of 20x12-inch Moto Metal 962s
make the truck look good doing it.
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COMPOUNDED EFFORT 
As for air, Justin’s got that cov-

ered, too. An 88mm S400 serves as
the atmosphere charger in a com-
pound arrangement, and relies on a
66mm S300 to get things rolling.
The two snails combine for 85 psi
worth of boost, which is shoved
through a Mishimoto intercooler
prior to entering a ported intake
manifold. The T4 turbo pedestal
in the valley and all intercooler and

exhaust plumbing were a collabora-
tive effort put forth by Maryland 
Performance Diesel and the truck’s
previous owner, Robert Shockley.

Anytime big torque is on the table (such as
with compound turbo arrangements), no cor-
ners can be cut when it comes to building a
transmission that has to absorb it all. For
that, Justin sent the five-speed TorqShift to
the 5R110 experts at Maryland Performance
Diesel. Said to be MPD’s Stage 2 TorqShift, it’s
fitted with billet input, intermediate, and out-
put shafts, upgraded clutches, a modified
valve body, and is topped off with a triple disc
torque converter from Diesel Performance
Converters.

Virtually no corner of the truck was left untouched cosmetically—and that includes the interior. Between the white-
faced gauge cluster, Isspro (white faced) gauges along the A-pillar, gloss white dash panel, and ’08-’10 Super Duty
center console, it’s superbly clean.

FOR A LOT OF FOLKS
WHO OWN 6.0L
POWER STROKES, IT’S
A LEARNING
EXPERIENCE THAT
OFTENTIMES DOESN’T
END WELL. BUT FOR
SOMEONE TO MODIFY
ONE 6.0L AND THEN
PUSH THE ENVELOPE
EVEN FURTHER WITH
A SECOND—THAT’S
CALLED AN
ADDICTION.



- First ever in cab adjustable boost controller  
 desig

- Mak 

- Another reli

www.PowerDrivenDiesel.com | 435-962-9555

Meet the 
“Turbo tuner”

“I started with the knob fully out, flowing the most air. The first time I rolled into the throttle, it 
made 40psi. I backed out of it, turned the knob in some (1.5 turns or so), and got back in it. 45 psi. 
Alright, I see a pattern! I gave it another 1.5-ish turns, and got to my target of 50 psi. That was all I 
had to do to get my new wastegate dialed in. This whole process took about 15 seconds, I didn’t leave 
the driver’s seat, and the truck didn’t travel more than a quarter mile at freeway speeds.

I’ve spent way too many hours tuning my truck, and let me tell you, It sure beats the heck out of 
pulling over, popping the hood, fiddling with an adjustment screw, shutting the hood, getting back 
in, and going for another rip to see if you got it right on the 47th try. What was really cool, to me, is 
instantaneously seeing the extra boost clean up my exhaust every time I turned it up.”
—Dauntless, Cummins Forum
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POWER TRANSMISSION
Soaking up all the abuse the built 6.0L

can dish out is a Stage 2 TorqShift auto-
matic from Maryland Performance Diesel.
The competition-proven slushbox houses a
Diesel Performance Converters billet, triple-
disc torque converter, billet input, 
intermediate, and output shafts, and a cus-
tom modified valve body. Dialing in both the
PCM (for the engine) and TCM (for the
transmission) was left to Matt Robinson at
Gearhead Automotive Performance. And
thanks to his tuning prowess, the large hy-
brid injectors never drop ICP, the transmis-
sion shifts firm but not harsh, and the truck
is exceptionally streetable despite every-
thing that’s done to it.

ADDICTED
For a lot of folks who own 6.0L Power

Strokes, it’s a learning experience that 
oftentimes doesn’t end well. But for some-
one to modify one 6.0L and then push the
envelope even further with a second—that’s
called an addiction. Rest assured, Ford
lovers, wherever Justin’s 6.0L addiction
takes him, you can bet his hard-hitting
Super Duty will be every Ram and Bow Tie
owner’s worst enemy. DW

No more super-heated engine oil! Getting away from the problematic factory fluid-to-fluid (coolant to oil) oil
cooler, an air-cooled unit from Maryland Performance Diesel is employed. Mounted behind the opening in the
front bumper, the heat exchanger not only sees a ton of airflow, but it’s no longer sitting in the heat soaked 
engine valley.

With zero room left under the hood, the batteries were relocated to the low-profile toolbox in the bed. Yes,
even 11-second trucks have toolboxes.
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Colt Stevenson’s
Home-Brewed 
1975 F-250 Fummins
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iesel enthusiasts come from a wide 
variety of ages, backgrounds, professions
and cultures. While some simply want

the most efficient drivetrain they can find, 
others like to push the performance envelope in
competition with various levels in between.
Twenty-year old Colt Stevenson of Fillmore, 
Indiana, developed a passion for diesels at an
early age thanks to his father Marc.

D

TWICE AS

NICE
TEXT AND PHOTOS  BY 

CHRIS TOBIN
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Stevenson and his dad have always
liked ‘70s-era Ford trucks and jumped at
the opportunity to build a truck together
starting Colt’s freshman year in high
school in 2009 when they purchased this
1975 Ford F-250 Ranger from the original
owner. The original owner installed a 428
Super Cobra Jet V8 gasser in 1977 and en-
joyed the truck that way for more than 30
years until he sold it to the Stevenson

family. They appreciated the heritage of
the 428, but they removed it in favor of a
diesel powerplant.

FULL RESTORATION
Marc and Colt Stevenson’s love for ‘70s

Fords is matched by their admiration for
the reliability and power capability of the
Cummins turbo diesel engine, so they de-
cided to combine the two by installing a

12-valve 5.9L Cummins in the ’75 F-250.
During the transformation and restoration,
Colt learned much about wrenching on 
a truck while building appreciation for
building a truck yourself rather than 
paying someone to build it for you. 

Of course, the Stevensons were also
able to develop a closer bond and rela-
tionship while wrenching on the truck
together.  

After removing the 1977 Super Cobra Jet 428 the original owner installed, the Stevenson’s swapped in a 5.9L 1992 Cummins turbo diesel.

To align properly and integrate the Dodge Dana 60 front axle under the Ford chassis, Stevenson and his father fabricated the crossmember as well as spring mounts and
the steering box mount to keep the truck pointed in the right direction.

STEVENSON AND HIS DAD HAVE ALWAYS LIKED ‘70S-ERA FORD TRUCKS AND
JUMPED AT THE OPPORTUNITY TO BUILD A TRUCK TOGETHER STARTING COLT’S

FRESHMAN YEAR IN HIGH SCHOOL IN 2009
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CHASSIS WORK
To start the restoration project,

they removed the doghouse and 
engine from the truck then went to
work on the chassis. To strengthen
and improve the Ford, they removed
the 1975 front and rear axles then re-
placed them with beefier Dana 60
and Dana 80 axles from a 2001
Dodge truck stuffed with diesel
friendly 3.55 gears. The Dana 80 rear
was pretty much a bolt-in with the
stock leaf springs, but the Dana 60
up front required some custom work
and fabrication to upgrade the
mounts and steering system. Upgrad-
ing the axles not only provide addi-
tional strength in the driveline, it also
gave the truck modern brakes with
about 25 years of advancement from
’75 to ’01, which will help Stevenson
to whoa the truck down from speed
much better. The father-and-son
team also fabricated new cross
members to strengthen the chassis
and secure the drivetrain as well as
custom motor mounts while they
were upgrading the chassis.

Rancho RS 5000 shocks were in-
stalled at each corner of the truck to
work with the original Ford leaf
springs to tame the bumps. In the
rear, they also installed a set of air
bags to help level the ride when tow-
ing or hauling heavy loads. The truck
rides on polished 16X10-inch alu-
minum wheels wrapped in
LT285/75R16 ProComp Xterrain  tires
to provide plenty of grip no matter
what surface Stevenson is driving on.

FUMMINS
Once the chassis was sorted out,

they turned their attention to the
drivetrain installing a 5.9L 12-valve 

Cummins from a 1992 Dodge truck
into the chassis. The engine is mostly
stock with a set of 80-hp injectors to
improve fuel delivery and a larger air
filter to allow the Holset turbo to gulp
as much clean air as it can. They also
integrated a Dodge intercooler in
front of the Ford’s core support but
had to clearance the back side of the
grille to make everything fit back to-
gether. Spent gasses are expelled
through a 5-inch diameter exhaust

The front and rear axles are linked to the transmission through the original NP205 divorced transfer case and
three custom length drive shafts.

Out back, the Dana 80 rear axle is mounted in the factory location with a set of air bags to help with heavy
loads as well as Rancho RS 5000 shocks to tame the bumps. 

Looking at the underside of the truck from the rear, you can see that Stevenson was serious about the exhaust
tip for his truck; he chose to install a large 8-inch diameter polished Pypes stainless steel stack as the exhaust
tip under his Ford.



O n  a n  a u t o m o t i v e

ENGINE BRAKE  by  PACBRAKE

O n  t h e  p u r c h a s e  o f  a

pacbrake.com/LL400

pacbrake.com/PRXB250
*$250 rebate on full automotive PRXB Kits. RV Upgrades qualify for a $175 rebate. 
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system that terminates at a polished
stainless steel 8-inch diameter Pypes
stack. But the stack is not used as a
“stack” in the traditional way; it was in-
stalled as an exhaust tip in the factory lo-
cation behind the passenger side rear tire.

The Cummins engine is backed by an
NV4500 manual transmission from a
2000 Dodge using a factory Dodge clutch
assembly adapted to work with the Ford
linkage. They retained the divorced NP205
transfer case in the truck using three cus-
tom drive shafts to link the transmission
to the T-case and the T-case to the front
and rear axles. Colt rows the gears with a
custom shifter they fabricated together
then painted to match the truck.

PAINT AND BODY
Fortunately, the truck was in good

overall condition when the Stevenson’s
bought it. But the paint and trim was
showing its age, so they resprayed the
truck in fresh coats of the factory two-
tone green colors with a modern
basecoat and clearcoat finish that would
provide lasting shine and durability for
many years to come. Much of the trim
was either repaired and polished or re-
placed to bring it back to showroom con-
dition as well. The original front-and-rear
bumpers were retained, and a Tractor
Supply diamond plate aluminum truck
box was installed in the bed for extra se-
cured storage and to house a Viair com-
pressor and tank used to inflate the air
bags in the rear.

Stevenson was able to fit a Dodge intercooler be-
tween the core support and the grille, but if you look
closely, you can see that it was a tight fit that re-
quired some trimming from the backside of the grille.

The stock Holset turbo rides on the factory exhaust manifold on the passenger side of the Cummins head. In
this shot, you can also see the custom shock towers Colt and his dad fabricated to integrate the Dodge front
axle under the Ford truck.

To protect the inside of the bed, they treated it with bedliner since the truck is used as a work truck on a regular
basis. The Tractor Supply diamond plate polished aluminum box offers additional secure storage for the stan-
dard cab truck.

DESPITE THE TRUCK BEING MORE THAN TWICE AS OLD
AS COLT STEVENSON, HE AND HIS FATHER MANAGED
TO BUILD A GREAT-LOOKING TRUCK.
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RETROFITTED INTERIOR
With everything coming together well,

Marc and Colt moved inside the truck to
complete the restoration. They acquired a
2001 Dodge bench seat and had it re-
upholstered in brown leather by Arzola’s
Upholstery in Greencastle, Indiana, before
installing it in the cab. 

The original steering wheel was
ditched in favor of an oak-rimmed 3-
spoke steering wheel that blends well
with the leather seat upholstery. 
They also installed new gauges to monitor
oil pressure, engine temperature, boost,
RPM and EGTs with two gauges installed
in a pod on the top of the dash and the 

remaining three in a panel in the dash. 
The dash is also treated to a modern Pio-
neer head unit to make riding in the truck
more enjoyable for Stevenson. 

For speakers, they installed a molded
headliner with integrated speakers above
the driver and passenger so they would
not have to cut the factory original doors
or panels.

Despite the truck being more than
twice as old as Colt Stevenson, he and
his father managed to build a great-look-
ing truck. Not only did they enjoy the
time building the truck together, they
also built a head-turning daily driver that
Colt Stevenson will enjoy for many years
to come. 

We know that he cherishes the 
experience he gained working with his fa-
ther on the build, and no doubt this young
diesel enthusiast will pass that knowledge
down to his son or daughter one day.
While there are so many distractions out
there that tend to divide families, we ap-
preciate the power of a diesel truck to
draw families closer together. DWA pioneer head unit in the dash has speakers installed in the molded headliner to fill the cab with tunes.
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THE BUILD
The beginning of the process centered around a rolling chas-

sis, and an '06 Duramax LBZ powerplant. The first hurdle was 
to fit the engine into the chassis, which was less of a chore than
anticipated, thanks to the Chevelle's expansive engine bay.
Motor mounts were fabricated by Mike Racke that placed the
diesel engine in the frame using the factory Chevelle mounts.
Two inches were also trimmed from the bottom of the oil pan, 
in order to gain clearance, and big block Chevy springs were 
ordered for the front suspension to support the extra weight. 
A complete wiring harness and race tune for the engine was
sourced from Pacific Performance Engineering (PPE).

With an estimated 550 horsepower and 1,000 lb-ft. of
torque, the factory Muncie 4-speed that the Chevelle was fitted

Popping the hood on Bill Dannel's '70 Chevelle reveals a Duramax engine like no other. With help from PPE and good buddy Mike Racke, the 550-hp 1,000 lb-ft. GM diesel
was swapped into the engine bay, giving the classic a good horsepower bump over the original 450-hp 454 gas engine. 

The Chevelle spent a good 2 to 3 weeks at PPE during which time the ex-
haust and intake piping was fabricated to mount the twin 60mm Garrett
GTX2860 turbochargers, then polished to a bright shine. The result is un-
deniably impressive, and the turbos allow room to grow to 800 hp if Bill
ever wants to turn it up. 

To support the twin turbochargers, a universal intercooler was also incorporated
into the build, and was mounted out in front of the engine, just behind the SS
grille.
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with from the factory wasn't going to 
handle the tuned Duramax. To solve this
problem, Bill picked up a G-Force 5R
transmission that is commonly used 
in both road racing and drag racing 

Instead of V-bands or boots, high-end Wiggins clamps were used to secure the connections where the turbos
exit to the intake manifold.

Tucked down below the turbos are custom fabricated 304 stainless steel headers that were built just for this
application by PPE.

In addition to the custom headers, PPE also built the 3-inch downpipes that send the diesel's exhaust out and
under the car. The custom valve covers are a touch that was thrown in by Mike Racke. 

“TWIN-TURBO,
MANUAL
TRANSMISSION
DIESEL TIRE-FRYER”

An individual runner intake with twin plenums is one
of the most visible and unique parts of the Chevelle;
it compliments the twin turbo setup perfectly.

Even with the big diesel engine, there was still
enough room for a factory-style Chevelle radiator
from Champion Radiators. Twin Spal USA electric
fans are there to keep the Duramax cool during 100-
degree summer cruises.



877-367-9351   littlepowershop.com

How much do you really NEED

HEALTHY PORTIONS OF POWER

LIT TLE POWER SHOP REPAIR & PERFORMANCE PARTS    40 SUSQUEHANNA RD, BRADFORD, PA 16701
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applications. Helping control the diesel
engine's torque is a dual-disc clutch from
South Bend Clutch. The rearend was also
a clean sheet project, as the factory GM
unit was replaced with a Chris Alston Fab-
ricated 9-inch, based loosely on a Ford
design.

DETAILS
What separates Bill's muscle car swap

from the rest of the crowd is the attention

The brake system on the Chevelle is quite interesting.
A master cylinder from ABS Power Brakes that works
with an electric vacuum pump gives the Chevelle
plenty of brake pressure at all times and eliminates
the need for an engine vacuum pump, or hydroboost
system.

Duramax engines are quite tall, so height is always a
concern when performing a swap. With just a small
amount of trimming on the oil pan (two inches) and
a skid plate, the diesel was able to fit under a factory
SS cowl hood without any trouble.

Perhaps the most creative part of the muscle car swap was the decision to go with a manual transmission. 
With a 4,000 to 4,500 rpm shift point, and plenty of power from 2,000 rpm on up, the Chevelle has no problem
spinning the hides in the first three gears.

Barely visible under the fuel tank is the stout Chris Alston rearend. Featuring a fabricated 9-inch housing with
35-spline axles and a Detroit Locker, the rearend is definitely up to the task of handling the GM's power and
weight.
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to detail when it
came to finishing
the build. Custom
headers fabricated
in-house at PPE out
of 304 stainless
steel mount twin
GTX2860 tur-
bochargers, giving
the car instant
boost with no lag.
All of the acces-
sories were moved
down and out of the way so the incredible turbo piping could be in
full view. From the upgraded Wilwood disc brakes on all four cor-
ners, to the custom 18-gallon fuel tank, many one-off pieces grace
the Chevelle, yet there's nothing on the car that detracts from its
muscle car image. The interior in fact, was fully restored to SS
specs, with parts and pieces from Bill's own business.

STRAIGHT TO SEMA
One of the first places the Chevelle went after it was finished

was the SEMA show, where it wowed the crowd with its innovative
drivetrain. Since then, Bill has put plenty of street miles on his cre-
ation, as he says the best part about owning a twin-turbo, manual
transmission diesel tire-fryer is that he can actually drive the thing.
Although he's yet to take the Chevy to the track, he estimates easy
12s on street tires, and more than 30 mpg on the highway. With
showcar looks, all-around performance, and diesel torque, there's
no doubt that Bill's Duramax-powered '70 Chevelle will give him
many miles and smiles in the years to come. DW

The Duramax engine emits a slightly deeper than average exhaust note, thanks
to a set of two-chamber 3-inch Flowmaster mufflers.

Since the '70 was built to drive and not just show, a custom 18-gallon fuel tank
was made to give the Chevelle plenty of range. Bill figures 400-500 miles of
freeway driving should be no problem.

The interior is another spot that was left relatively stock,
although it was rebuilt and restored by Bill at the Muscle
Factory. The one deviation from stock was the dash,
which was fitted with gauges from Dakota Digital.
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BY JASON SANDS

Inside AFC Live
W

hen we last left our Hot Rod RV project, it had just received a full complement of fuel upgrades, thanks
to Power Driven Diesel. With new injectors, delivery valves, and governor springs, we'd be looking at
another 150 to 200 horsepower beyond what we already had on tap. Unfortunately, adding fuel to this

mechanically injected Cummins usually comes at the price of additional smoke, especially at low rpm. Unlike
common-rail trucks (which can be computer-tuned) there's little one can do about smoke on older mechanical
trucks. Or, so we thought.

Power and Smoke Control in Part 2 of Hot Rod RV's Fuel Upgrades

HOW AFC LIVE WORKS
Power Driven Diesel (PDD) decided to

tackle the problem of cleaning up older
diesels with a new product called AFC Live,
that's designed for '94-'98 12-valve Cum-
mins-powered trucks. Using the Bosch
P7100's capacity to regulate fuel as boost
rises, Power Driven Diesel was able to de-
sign a controller that allows fuel to be
ramped-in gradually, avoiding low-end 
high-smoke situations. AFC Live can also 
be used to dial in the total amount of fuel
available for a variety of activities, from
towing (recommended peak EGT 1,200 
degrees), to drag racing (1,600 degrees).
Along with our Stage 2 AFC Live (which 
features a "full fuel" override switch), we
also installed PDD's AFC Max travel kit,
which allows full, and finer adjustability
when using AFC Live. Just as in part one 
of our article, the work was performed 
in-house by Total Performance Diesel, 
in Santa Rosa, California.

INSTALLATION AND TUNING
Installing the AFC Live controller and

AFC max-travel kit was a fairly simple
process that took about three hours. Proba-
bly the most nerve-racking part is grinding
the AFC, but it's something that's been
done hundreds of times before by Cummins
enthusiasts, so we were OK with it. We also
ended up coming up with our own hot-glue
mounting for the AFC Live controller, as
sticky tape and Velcro just wouldn't support
the box's weight where we decided to
mount it. Power Driven Diesel's instructions

Tech
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were very good and easy to follow if we had questions. For tuning
once the kit was installed, we called PDD, and they suggested
backing off both adjustments a few turns from bottoming out
(clockwise on the front red knob, counter-clockwise on the bot-
tom knob), then working on eliminating smoke from there. This
turned out to give us a very good baseline.  

DRIVING IMPRESSIONS
When we first got the truck running with Power Driven Diesel's

450/500-hp fuel kit and AFC Live, the difference in performance
was immediately apparent. Even with the 3,000-pound camper,
the truck was clearly faster, and turned all the way up it was no-
ticeably so. We also spent a good deal of time fiddling with the
AFC Live, turning the knobs every which way, and tuning in the
fuel curve. Although a tiny puff of smoke was still there if we hit

the throttle hard, the rest of the powerband could be cleaned
right up. Hitting the "override" switch at full throttle was also
handy for situations like merging or passing on a two-lane road.
We couldn't wait to get the camper off, and do some 0-60 mph
and quarter-mile testing.

QUARTER-MILE RUNS
To get both ends of the spectrum, we made two quarter mile

passes with the fuel turned all the way down, then two runs with
the fuel turned all the way up. We were a little nervous about run-
ning a full quarter mile with no EGT gauge, but based upon past
experience, we decided to risk it. The last 12-valve we tested that
was bone-stock ran the quarter in a yawn-inducing 19.2 seconds
at 70 mph, so we were pretty happy when we hit 18.28 at 82 mph,
even with the truck turned all the way down. 

With the fuel turned up, the Dodge was a different animal, and
was virtually traction-less through first and most of second gear.

1 Since we installed Power Driven Diesel's fueling package along with its AFC Live
and Max Travel kit, we already had the intake horn and injector lines removed. This
gave Total Performance Diesel owner Drake Swett easy access to the AFC housing.
Owners of trucks that are stock will have to remove the factory tamper-proof
screw with a chisel, vice grips, or a screwdriver (basically any way you can remove it
without damage). Ours had already been mangled, which led us to believe some-
one had already been in the pump.

2 With the AFC housing off, we found a #6 fuel plate, which would have boosted
the factory horsepower from 180 hp to an estimated 250 hp (at the flywheel). 
For Power Driven Diesel's kit to work however, the fuel plate is (carefully) removed,
and fuel control is performed instead through the AFC Live controller.

“UNLIKE COMMON-RAIL TRUCKS, THERE'S LITTLE ONE CAN DO ABOUT SMOKE ON
OLDER MECHANICAL TRUCKS. OR, SO WE THOUGHT.”
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INSIDE AFC LIVE

something is wrong. In fact, 180 hp at the flywheel (or about 140
hp at the wheels) just isn't going to get you anywhere fast in a
6,500 lb. truck. But, with Power Driven Diesel's Fuel Package and
AFC Live, we were able to rocket our '97 out of the slow lane, to
where it can now keep pace with diesels that are nearly 20 years
newer. Remember, this is all still with a stock 150,000 mile en-
gine, factory turbocharger, and stock transmission and converter. 

While the 9.00-second 0-60 mph time wasn't rocket ship-fast,
after the converter locked at 70 mph, the Ram started picking up
steam. Elapsed time with the AFC Live on full tilt was a much
quicker 16.57 seconds, at 88 mph. That result puts us squarely in
the pack of new diesels; the 2015 Ram for instance clipped off a
16.3-second quarter, but at only 85 mph. We also weighed the
truck, and at 6,420 lbs. with driver and fuel, our 88 mph felt
pretty impressive. 

FINAL THOUGHTS
When people buy early Dodge trucks, most folks are 

astounded at how slow they are, to the point where they think

Tech

7 The AFC foot is then
ground for maximum rack
travel. While this sounds
scary, it's actually quite
simple. First, 0.125 is re-
moved from the guide 
barrel, then the foot of 
the AFC is ground flat. 

5 Power Driven Diesel supplies its own spring and washer package that allows for
more travel, and finer tuning, and works with its AFC Live controller to provide very
precise adjustments.

6 Next, Swett removed
the AFC foot from the
housing by loosening the
retaining bolt, and then
prying the guide rod as-
sembly up with a screw-
driver.

3 With the AFC housing
removed, Swett set
upon removing the AFC
cover, which involved
more tamper-proof
screws. A chisel and
some careful hammer
tapping allowed us 
access to the inside of
the housing.

4 Underneath the top of
the AFC, a combination
of flat and cupped
washers and a spring
connect to the AFC foot
in the lower part of the
housing. All of this will
need to be removed in
order to grind the AFC
barrel and foot.
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In our next installment, we'll be on the dyno tuning, as there's
still a good amount of horsepower to be gained from cheap or
free modifications like advanced timing, racked barrels, a Mack
Rack plug, and lift pump. As of right now, we're happy to be keep-
ing up with the newer models, in our budget-built Dodge. DW

INSIDE AFC LIVETech

11 The modified AFC and housing was then installed by Total Performance Diesel's
head tech, Anthony Asaro. The AFC housing has elongated mounting bolts, which
allows it to be slid forward or backward. Installing the AFC housing "full forward"
towards the front of the truck usually gives the most power, but can result in 
some pre-boost smoke. If this occurs, simply slide the AFC back slightly towards
the firewall.

12 With the AFC installed, it was time to complete our fuel control package with
the installation of AFC Live. The first step involved disconnecting the factory boost
reference line to the AFC.

10 During the final assembly, the
smoke screw at the back of the AFC
is loosened until it’s basically flush
against the inside face of the AFC
cover. With PDD's longer spring, 
the whole assembly still works and
controls low-rpm fuel just fine.

8 The star wheel inside of a P7100 pump is another smoke control device, that is
taken over by AFC Live. Accessed through a 8mm plug on the top of the pump, the
star wheel is turned all the way towards the front of the AFC.

9 After these modifications were
performed, the AFC housing was
re-assembled with PDD's AFC 

spring and flat washers.
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INSIDE AFC LIVETech

16 To see where we stood at our current "max power" level, we made a quarter-
mile run on a GTech with the camper removed, and the AFC Live at its max set-
ting. Our results of 16.57 at 88 mph indicated about 300 hp at the rear wheels, or
about 380 to 400 hp at the flywheel. Stay tuned for some dyno tuning during our
next installment where we find out for sure, and see if we can hit PDD's 450/500-
hp rating.

15 After the EGR,
air intake, and in-
jector lines were
installed, the en-
gine was fired up
and the idle was
adjusted up
slightly due to 
the new governor
springs. Other
than the air lines,
all the fuel com-
ponents on our
'97 Dodge still
looked stock,
yet power would

be more than
doubled.

13 Next, Asaro ran the air
lines provided in PDD's
AFC Live kit. We chose to
bypass the factory
wastegate line for maxi-
mum power and boost,
although customers
using larger injectors (or
with a 215-hp pump)
should definitely install 
a boost gauge before 
deciding to disable the
wastegate. Anything
more than 36 psi is in the
danger zone for the
turbo, and anything past
42 psi is definitely risking
long-term reliability. 

14 With the air lines run through the factory rubber wiring grommet in the firewall,
the AFC Live box was then mounted inside of the cab. The large red knob on the
front is responsible for the amount of fuel provided, and the bottom knob ramps
the fuel in. The switch on the side allows for "full fuel" at any rpm, and is great for
racing or passing situations.



 

 
 

Back in 2009, Dodge ditched the tried and 

true rear leaf springs on their 1/2-ton trucks 

in favor of a rear coil sprung linked suspension 

setup to improve the ride quality and 

capability. 5 years later they did the same on 

the 3/4-ton trucks, converting to a new front 

radius arm and rear coil sprung multilink 

setup. While there may have been some 

skeptics initially, the late model RAM 2500 

has proven itself as a formidable work truck. 

The progressive rate coils offer a smooth ride 

and impressive payload. If your anything like 

us, though, you can’t leave good enough 

alone so for those looking to raise the bar 

(and their truck) BDS Suspension has a variety 

of suspension systems to meet those needs. 

From 2’’ leveling kits to run 35s all the way up 

to a complete 8’’ 4-link conversion systems 

able allowing you to fit 40s, BDS Suspension 

has your RAM 2500 covered. All BDS kits are 

backed by a hardcore No Fine Print Warranty. 

Also included is a 5-year, 100,000-mile 

drivetrain warranty to match RAMs factory 

warranty.

In true go big or go home fashion we installed 

on  8’’ 4-link system with Fox shocks and 

steering stabilizer on a 2015 RAM 2500 4WD 

with the Cummins diesel  to run 40x15.50x20 

Nitto Trail Grappler tires on 20x10 Eagle Alloy 

507 wheels. Check out the highlights.

1 2

3

4

BDS did their homework when it came to engineering this 

8’’ 4-link system for the perfect balance of driveability and 

performance. From the dual rate front coil springs and the 

4-link conversion to the rear spring outboard kit and rear 

track bar assembly designed to improve stability, & transfer 

case indexing this kit has all the angles covered for the RAM 

owner looking for a smooth ride, improved performance 

offroad and more stability towing and cornering.

Up front the 8’’ system ditches the factory radius arms and 

converts over to a 4-link design for added stability and caster 

control through wheel travel. The brackets are built from 

1/4’’ steel and tie into the frame rail and factory radius arm 

mounts. Control arms are built from 2’’ OD x 3/16’’ wall DOM 

tubing with 2.5’’ greasable bushings to isolate road vibrations. 

These combined with the forged drop pitman arm and track 

bar drop bracket to correct the steering geometry.

The front end of this RAM has been fitted with a dual steering 

stabilizer kit with FOX 2.0 shocks. This helps eliminate front 

end shimmy caused by the oversized tires. BDS offers several 

accessories for the late model RAM 2500/3500 including dual 

shock hoops, adjustable track bars & sway bar disconnects.

The rear of this 8’’ system uses a rear spring outboard kit to 

widen the suspension a total of 16’’ (8’’ per side) for improved  

load capacity, handling and ride quality. Along with longer 

swaybar links the kit includes an adjustable rear track bar, 

track bar relocation bracket and lateral support brace.
D184

ADVERTISEMENT
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ONE FAST

A
locomotive, Model A, and diesel drag
car all rolled all into one, Larry Strawn's
'31 Ford Model A is like nothing else out

there. Nicknamed "The Fodge," the Model A
had innocent enough beginnings when Larry
purchased it way back in 1970. "When I first
bought it, we basically restored it to stock,"
noted Larry. "It was fun to drive, and people
liked it, but eventually it got in the way around
the shop," Larry continued. With a busy 
logging business, the Ford was moved out-
side, where it sat for another 25 years.

TEXT AND PHOTOS BY
JASON SANDS

FODGE
Larry Strawn's 800-hp Diesel Creation
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“A LOCOMOTIVE,
MODEL A, AND DIESEL
DRAG CAR ALL ROLLED

ALL INTO ONE”
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"We eventually started thinking we
should do something with the Model A for
when I retired," said Larry. The first idea
was to hot-rod it with a traditional small
block, but as Larry pointed out, “...there's
about a million of those." A second idea
centered around making it a four-wheel
drive, with big-block Chevy power provid-
ing the grunt. After a bit of searching, Larry

found a well-used '97 Dodge. "I knew
then, I had my big-block torque and four-
wheel drive all in one package," he stated.

THE SWAP
The first stage of the build centered

around swapping the Ford body onto the
Dodge frame. "Most of the work was done
by myself or my employees, especially

Frank Harder, who was a big help," said
Larry. To get the dimensions right, 32
inches was chopped from the Dodge
frame, giving the ride a match to the
Model A wheelbase. The entire drivetrain
was retained, with the engine, transmis-
sion, transfer case, and front and rear
axles all surviving the changeover. With-
out much wiring to do, the 12-valve diesel

“WITH 10-SECOND TIMESLIPS AND CROWDS OF PEOPLE
FOLLOWING IT, LARRY HAS ALREADY HINTED THAT A

‘FODGE 2’ IS IN THE WORKS”
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was fired up, and slightly modified with basic up-
grades. "We were only at about 300 hp, but I at-
tended the 1/16th of a mile parking lot drags at Hot
August Nights in Reno, Nevada," recalled Larry.
"With the 4x4 launch we could beat nearly every-
one, even cars that were a lot faster in the quarter
mile...I was hooked," said Larry.

FASTER AND FASTER
As Larry started drag racing his newly built

Fodge in his hometown of Redding, California, the
itch to go even faster became unbearable. For relief,
he started talking to Jefferson State Diesel, which
agreed to help him turn his mild engine into a 
monster. The Cummins engine was completely 
rebuilt, with all the goodies, including head studs, 
a set of compound turbos, and a heavily modified
injection pump. The drivetrain was also beefed up,
as a Jefferson State-built manual valvebody Dodge

On top of the trick powerplant is a Keating Machine valve cover that has been powdercoated and
engraved, as a thank you to Jefferson State for all its hard work.

After the Fodge made an impressive 707 horsepower with a hopped-up Northeast Diesel 12mm
pump (pictured), a 13mm version was installed (also from Northeast) that bumped up the power
to an impressive 802 with no other changes. The 5,000-rpm capable pump was also only set at
550cc (out of 900cc) so plenty more is left on the table. Injectors are 175-hp versions from Mass
Flo Engineering, which are fed through 0.093 lines from Haisley Machine.

The compound turbo setup on the Fodge pushes more than 85 psi
of boost, thanks to a 63mm/71mm/14cm 2 small turbo, and a
forged-milled wheel 82mm/74mm/1.10 A/R large charger. A BD
Diesel exhaust manifold mounts the small turbo, and the rest of
the piping was constructed by Jefferson State Diesel.
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transmission was fitted with a Spec-Rite
triple-disc converter and 29-spline output
shaft for ultimate strength. The final step
was revising the rear suspension, with a
switch from a four-link to a Hot Rods to
Hell truck-arm setup, which worked won-
ders.

Larry has constantly experimented
with numerous sets of injectors, com-
pound turbos, and strengthening the big
Cummins. Before long, Larry stepped up
to compete in the NHRDA's 11.90 index
class, and he finished in Second Place in
his very first race in Bakersfield, California.
After a number of wins, Larry moved up
again in 2015 to the 10.90 index, where he
could run the 700-rwhp Fodge all-out.

Rod's Radiators was a big help in getting the cooling
and intercooler situation figured out in the con-
straints of the Model A grille. "They found us a radia-
tor and intercooler, and we did the final piping,"
stated Larry.

The interior of the Fodge is quite comfortable, and
features a full back seat. Safety is also important
though, so Hot Rods to Hell built a roll bar for the car
that was later converted to a full roll cage.

Keeping the injection pump full of diesel is impera-
tive, so a FASS fuel system was mounted under the
body on the frame-rail. Since upgrading to the 13-mm
injection pump, Larry reported he will either have to
upgrade to a larger version, or add a second pump.

The rear suspension is a unique truck-arm design
incorporating coilover shocks that was built by
Hot Rods to Hell. Especially with a short wheel-
base, bouncing was a problem, but the truck-arm
suspension lifts at the center of the vehicle,
planting the rear tires cleanly. It must work, 
because Larry has cut 1.56-second 60-foot times!

“WITH THE 4X4 LAUNCH WE COULD BEAT NEARLY
EVERYONE, EVEN CARS THAT WERE A LOT FASTER

IN THE QUARTER MILE...I WAS HOOKED." 
–LARRY STRAWN
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Larry's also a regular in the burnout con-
tests, where his crowd-favorite Model A
has shredded tires to the delight of thou-
sands of spectators. After years of work,
car shows, dragstrip outings, and a 25-0
record at the last Hot August Nights drags,
the Fodge has now become quite a name,
and has been all over YouTube, Facebook,

and in various magazines. "I'm really happy
with how it turned out," said Larry. " With
10-second timeslips and crowds of people
following it, Larry has already hinted that 
a "Fodge 2" is in the works. "You guys bet-
ter be ready with the cameras," smiled
Larry, "The next one's going to be even
wilder." DW

We've known Larry for a while, ever since he showed up at 
Jefferson State's event a few years ago. Since then, we've seen the
Fodge with about 4 different wheel and tire combinations that
range from 38-inch Boggers to M&H slicks. Since installing the slicks,
Larry has lowered the Model A, but it's still been fun to see it at mul-
tiple events with completely different looks. From off-road driving to
dragstrip launches, the Fodge can just about do it all. 

The many
faces of the

Fodge

Larry had some Platinum Silver leftover from paint-
ing another truck, so he combined that with Hot Rod
Black to create the paint job. Mike Strawhecker laid
down the paint and custom flames with Larry's help.

A 7 1/2 gallon spun aluminum fuel tank in the rear is
street rod fare, and is filled with diesel instead of
gasoline. 

The grille and radiator are also genuine Model A pieces,
as are the lights and many of the emblems. Even after
all the years, they're still in very good shape, and add a
certain amount of history to the build.
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TEXT AND PHOTOS BY JASON SANDS

Lift Pump 101
A

lmost every diesel enthusiast has at least heard the term "lift pump." However, there are still questions
to be answered about the subject, like what exactly is a lift pump, and what kind of lift pump do you
need?

A Basic Guide to Upgrading Your Diesel's Fuel System

Simply put, a lift pump is a supply pump that transfers
fuel from the tank, up to the engine's injection system. 
Virtually every diesel has a lift pump of some sort, from the
old mechanical injection systems, to Ford's HEUI system, to
newer common-rail rigs. Even engines like GM's Duramax
actually use a factory lift pump built inside the engine's
high-pressure CP3 pump to draw fuel from the tank.

So that begs the question, why should you buy an after-
market lift pump if your engine already has one? Well, when
it's time to increase the power of a diesel engine past the
factory settings, invariably the amount of fuel that's injected
is one of the first modifications that's performed. This can
be done by programming (if the truck is computer-
equipped), or by mechanical means such as higher-flowing
injectors. Once the engine's fuel demand is turned up to

Tech

1 An interesting new offering to the world of lift pumps is BD's new Flow-Max series, which incorporates an ultra-quiet 150-gph lift pump and a set of modular
filters, which can be purchased at most auto supply stores.

2 With properly sized fuel lines, we've seen Aeromotive's series of lift pumps last
for years in diesel applications. Aeromotive also offers some of the highest-flow-
ing electric pumps out there, with ratings well into the 250-gph range.
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LIFT PUMP 101

cause it to fail. So any time an engine is modified for more power
and performance, upgrading the lift pump too is probably a good
idea.

Problem is, there are a lot of lift pumps out there. With prices
of around $100, low-pressure fuel pumps for gasoline setups are
an enticing option, but they almost always will eventually fail in a
diesel application. We've known some pumps to last for a few
years, some for a few weeks. Some will fail outright, and others
just start leaking. Almost always, however, an inexpensive lift
pump designed as a fuel pump for a gasoline application will
eventually fail.

There are plenty of diesel-specific options out there to choose
from. There are companies that make just the pump itself that’s
rated for diesel, such as Carter, PPE and Aeromotive. There are
also companies that make pump and filter combos, which offer
better filtration, fuel-air separation, and higher-flowing filters that

overdrive, the factory lift pumps are always one of the first parts
of the system to fall short.

When supply fuel pressure drops, the injection pressure into
the engine will also drop, and so will horsepower. In some cases
(such as VP44 pumps found on 1998.5-2002 Dodges) running
pressure that's too low can actually harm the injection pump and

5  This system is a good example of a build-your-own setup, using a Walbro 392
pump and Baldwin filters. The high-pressure application is perfect for the modified
6.0L Power Stroke engine that it supports.

6 The factory fuel pick-up is often a restriction in flow, and can cause aftermarket
pumps to have issues. Companies such as XDP offer fuel sumps to combat this
issue, which have much larger draw inlets than the factory tank.

Tech

4 AirDog, which is famous for its pump and filter systems, also has a small Raptor
series of 100-gph and 150-gph pumps, which can be used in-line to increase pres-
sure and flow, but still use factory filter systems.

3 FASS Fuel Systems has been in the diesel market for years, and has everything
from small electric replacement pumps for near-stock applications, to fuel sumps,
to complete systems for high-end racing vehicles.
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Walbro 392
Many diesels such as older 7.3L Fords don't need a ton of 

flow, but they do need pressure. For these high-pressure applica-
tions, Walbro GSL392 fuel pumps can be used to push plenty of
#2 diesel to the engine. Much like the Carter, the Walbros are also
very quiet, are long lasting, and can also be run with an external
regulator for low-pressure applications. They flow 68 gph at 
60 psi.

Aeromotive A1000, Eliminator Series
The big daddy of the homebuilt fuel systems, Aeromotive

fuel pumps have been used for many years in high-horsepower
applications. On the Aeromotive pumps, having properly sized
feed and return lines is very important, as small lines will cause
too much strain on the motors, and burn them up. While the
Aeromotive pumps are a bit louder than the Carter or Walbro
pumps, they're actually pretty quiet for the amount of fuel they
can move. The Aeromotive A1000 can move about 145 gph, and
has an operating range of 20 to 80 psi, while their Eliminator
pump can move a whopping 250 gph, and is well suited to com-
petition engines.

FUEL AND FILTER SYSTEMS:
AirDog
One of the original fuel-air separator systems, Airdog has a

number of complete kits that include lines, filters and pumps for

match the performance pump's capabilities. These filter and
pump setups are by far the most popular option in the diesel 
industry, and companies like Airdog, FASS, Fuelab, and BD Diesel
make these types of kits that are common for most diesel trucks.

PUMP ONLY SYSTEMS:
Carter P4601HP
Carter makes one of the more popular lift pumps for the do-it-

yourselfer crowd. The Carter P4601HP pump flows approximately
100 gph at 18 psi, and does not require an external regulator.
These pumps are long lasting, very quiet, and are good in low to
medium horsepower daily drivers.

LIFT PUMP 101Tech

7 VP44 injection pumps are known to fail if the inlet pressure drops below 5 psi, so
aftermarket lift pumps are very important to the life of the injection pump on the
1998.5-2002 Dodge Cummins applications.

8 This AirDog 165-gph fuel/air separation system has a pump, filter and water
separator, and also an adjustable regulator that's built in, and lets the buyer 
adjust the pressure for various applications.

9 Fuelab makes a Velocity 100 and 200 series that's designed especially for diesel
applications. These pumps feature the latest in technology, a quiet design, and a
two-year warranty.
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Ford, Dodge and GM diesels. The AirDog series also come in a
variety of different sizes and flow specifications, from the self-
regulated 100-gph Raptor series, to the big 200-gph AirDog II
pumps. They've also come out with a new 4G series, which has a
low-amperage motor, and an intermediate shaft that separates
the air from the fuel to prevent leaks. If you're looking for a
turnkey fuel system, AirDog is one of the companies that has
them all.

BD Diesel
While BD Diesel has made a lift pump for years, they recently

incorporated a filter and water separator into their product line,
which makes for a complete kit. The Flow-Max Series of lift
pumps use filters that can be bought at local supply stores, and
their pump is an ultra-quiet model that's up to 16 db quieter
than the competition. BD's lift pumps flow 150 gph at 15 psi.

FASS
Another company that has been in the diesel lift pump busi-

ness for years, FASS has everything from factory replacement lift
pumps, to ultra-high flowing models, capable of 220 gph at 45
psi. FASS also makes pumps for Class 8 semis, which makes
their line of lift pumps one of the most diverse out there. The
filters in the FASS applications are designed to match the flow

rating of the pump, and FASS units are available in both low-
pressure and high-pressure models. For extreme applications,
twin 220-gph pumps can support horsepower into the 1,500-
2,000 hp range.

FUELAB
Known for years in the gasoline racing world, Fuelab has just

introduced their Velocity 100 and 200 series for most modern
diesel trucks. The Fuelab series has a single water separator/fil-
ter, and a low-amp high-performance motor. The filters in the
Fuelab series can also be cleaned or replaced, and the system is
backed by a two-year warranty. Complete kits in either the 100
or 200 gph series are available through Fuelab for Ford, Dodge
and GM applications.

SUMMARY
Whether you're a do-it-yourself kind of guy, or someone who

wants to buy a complete kit, there are plenty of options out there
as far as lift pumps go. Most 100- and 150-gph lift pumps will
support horsepower levels in the 500 to 700 rear-wheel hp range,
while anything over 700 rwhp should use a larger 200 or 250 gph
pump, or two smaller pumps. Remember, a loss of pressure is a
loss of reliability and power, and we know diesel owners don't
want that! DW

LIFT PUMP 101Tech

10 This Sigma injection pump can support nearly 2,000-3,000 horsepower, and is
beyond the support capacity of most electric lift pumps, which have a hard time
keeping up on both flow and pressure.

GOT
TESTOSTERONE?
Now with
Lypoject  syringes!
No needles
No pain
No Doctor 
needed

www.
GrowthHormonePatch

.com

11 Gear-driven lift pumps such as this Waterman unit can flow more than 600 gph,
and while they are rarely used in street-driven applications, we’ve seen them used
on a number of competition vehicles.
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BY ADAM BLATTENBERG

Mini Monster
M

id-sized diesel pickups are here. And the 
aftermarket has gone full-speed ahead in
creating products to make these smaller

diesels our own. When Nissan announced it’d be re-
leasing its new Titan XD with the Cummins engine,
the Nissan suspension experts at CalMini grabbed
one of the first XDs made and immediately tore it
apart. Their goal? A 6-inch lift kit for the new diesel
pickup. After a few weeks of R&R, the dust had set-
tled and CalMini had created the first ever 6-inch lift
for the new Titan XD. The kit consists of multiple
drop-down brackets used to lower the lower control
arm mounting points, new upper control arms, new
steering knuckles and a whole slew of other parts to
get the truck sitting at trail-ready stance.

CalMini’s 6-inch Lift for the New Cummins Titan XD

CalMini owner Steve Kraemer called us and asked if we’d
like to see the first production kit being installed. Of course we
were in, but there was a catch; being such a new truck (with an
even newer suspension system) no one had designed a wheel
specifically for the XD. So we gave Ultra Wheel Co. a call. Ultra
Wheel was great and worked with us to find the perfect wheel

Tech

1 The New Titan uses a double wishbone suspension system (aka A-Arm Sus-
pension) up front with a strut. Everything seen here must be removed to install
the CalMini kit. 
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MINI MONSTER

to fit the truck, but also to match the Titan’s style. As it turned
out, some of the same wheels that fit on a full-size Chevy 1500 fit
the Titan XD. So, designing a wheel specific for the Titan XD was
not necessary at all. Once we figured that out, Ultra recom-
mended a set of their 810 Sentry wheels from their Worx Alloy

Tech

8 The sway bar is also lowered to match the new suspension using a pair of steel
brackets. 

7

2 After removing the
brake caliper and unbolt-
ing the axle half shaft
from the hub, CalMini’s
Bert Tapia  used a brass
hammer to break the
three different ball joints
free. This technique is a
helpful mechanic’s trick—
by hitting the side of the
steering knuckle sur-
rounding the ball joint
with the hammer the vi-
brations will actually free
the ball joint. 

3 The CalMini kit uses
multiple “drop brackets”
which, among other
things, lower the bottom
control arm mounting
points that in turn allow
for a taller ride height
while keeping the stock
ride quality. This requires
removal of the factory
rear crossmember seen
here. 

4, 5 Here’s the front CalMini drop bracket/cross member being installed. Note that
the front differential is currently held up by a screw jack. CalMini’s kit lowers the
differential as well this way all shaft angles stay within good working range under
full suspension compression and droop. 

4

5

6, 7 When you move suspen-
sion pivot points down with
drop brackets, you lose a small
amount of strength. So
CalMini went above and be-
yond to put that strength
back, and then added a ton
more by adding strut bars
(left) and by tying the two
drop brackets together with a
massive 0.25-inch thick skid-
plate (below). 

6
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line. The Worx Sentry
wheels are cast as one
piece from grade A356.2
Aluminum for strength and
came in a satin black pow-
dercoat with a second layer
of clear coat to keep them
looking new for years to
come. 

With our new set of
Worx Wheels and Falken
WildPeak AT tires in hand,
we hopped on the road and
headed to CalMini in Bak-
ersfield, California, to check
out the world’s first 6-inch
lifted Nissan Titan XD. DW

MINI MONSTERTech
9 With the new
drop brackets in-
stalled, the factory
lower control arms
could then be
bolted up in their
new locations. It’s
important to leave
the two pivot bolts
lose until the vehi-
cle is sitting on the
ground. Failure to
do so could cause
the bushings to
tear from being
loaded at an incor-
rect position. 

10, 11 Next on the list were the upper control arms. Seen here is the stock arm next to CalMini’s highly adjustable heim jointed arm (the heim’s are optional with the kit).
The new arm is slightly different from the stock piece but entirely necessary to keep the alignment angles correct. Plus, it’s a much stronger piece than the stock stamped
steel arm. 

10 11

12 Next, Tapia installed the modified factory strut.
CalMini makes a spacer that moves the strut down to
match the rest of the suspension. This spacer simply
bolts to the factory strut, and then to the factory strut
mounting locations on the Titan. 
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MINI MONSTERTech
16, 17 New Titan
XD front end all
done and ready
to hit the trails.
We’re sure that
skid plate will
come in handy in
the dirt and will
keep the under-
carriage nice and
protected. 

18 Getting the rear end up to match the front was a much easier task. Here’s Tapia
installing the 3-inch lift block and longer u-bolts. 

16

17

13 A bump stop spacer is
also utilized. Notice that
all hardware used in
CalMini’s kit is high-end
Grade 8 fasteners. 

14 Tapia’s last modifica-
tion involves moving the
hub, brake rotor and wheel
speed sensors from the
factory steering knuckle
onto the new CalMini spin-
dle. The CalMini spindle is
a 100-percent new unit
that moves the steering
pivot point as well as the
upper control arm mount
to work flawlessly with the
other parts in the 6-inch
lift kit keeping steering
geometry where it needs
to be.  

15 Tapia could then hang the new knuckle on the vehicle. Making sure to first slide
the 4WD half shaft through the hub. Failure to do so would necessitate removing
the half shaft from the differential to properly install it in the hub. Better to do it
right the first time.  
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SOURCES
CALMINI
CalMini.com
800.345.3305

WORX ALLOY
WorxWheels.com
800.321.4456

FALKEN TIRE 
CORPORATION
FalkenTire.com
800.723.2553

MINI MONSTERTech

22 Worx Alloy’s 810 Sentry wheels are one-piece cast from A356.2 grade alu-
minum for strength. The black powdercoat also has a clearcoat to protect the fin-
ish even more. We chose to wrap them in Falken’s new WildPeak AT3 tires for good
manners both on and off road.  

23 All said and done, the entire install took the better part of a day, and the Titan
XD is definitely looking (and performing) better with the extra height and more
stylish wheels and tires. 

19 Due to the added dis-
tance between the axle and
frame of the truck, brake
lines and sensors needed to
be extended. So instead of
adding all new lines and
wire leads (which is unnec-
essary for this type of build)
CalMini made a few brack-
ets that extend the mount-
ing points for said lines and
leads. This will make sure
nothing gets overextended.  

20 A new set of Bilstein
5100 Shocks are employed
to soak up the bumps. 

21 Last piece of the puzzle: new wheels from Worx Alloy and tires from Falken Tire. 
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AURORA  PLUS  4K,  5K,  OR  7K  TURBO  KIT
• Available for Dodge and GM (call for application)
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• Improved throttle response
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ATS  DEEP PANS
• New for the 6R140
• One inch magnetic drain plug 
• Increased fluid capacity - Up to 5 quarts over stock
• Increase fluid life
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ATS  4R100   CONVERSION  KITS
• Fits  2007.5-2012 Dodge 6.7L or 5.9L 
• Precise clutch application ability
• Evenly spaced gear ratios for smooth operation
• Converter stall speed matched to factory stall settings
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ATS  TWIN FUELER KIT
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I
n the eyes of many, a 50-year old truck is nothing more than an eye-
sore and would be best served being crushed into oblivion—fortu-
nately gear-heads and diesel enthusiasts specifically do not share

that view and would rather restore or repurpose any part of automotive
history. The fine looking 50-year old 1966 Ford F-100 seen here is just
one of many examples of a diesel enthusiast giving new life to an older
vehicle by transplanting a diesel engine into the chassis to make in more
enjoyable than ever.

Larry Kilburn’s
50-Year Old
Custom F-100
Rat Truck

TEXT AND PHOTOS BY
CHRIS TOBIN
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CALLING CARD
Twenty-one year old Larry Kilburn is

the owner and fabricator at Kilburn’s 
Kustoms in Ft. Pierce, Florida. He pur-
chased the ’66 as a running and driving
truck for only $2,000. Of course it wasn’t
in perfect shape but it would make the
perfect foundation to show off what the
shop can do on a small budget to build 
a fun-to-drive truck. The build team, in-
cluding: Kilburn’s dad Larry Sr., Joseph
Maniello and Timothy Meehan completed
the revitalization of the old Ford in about 
a month.

After purchasing the truck, they tore
right into it, removing the gutless gasser
from under the hood before getting to im-
prove the suspension and beefing up the
frame to handle the power from the Cum-
mins they planned to install. To strengthen
the chassis and give the truck a solid foun-
dation to become the corner carver and
boulevard cruiser they had in mind they
boxed the factory C-channel frame. Then
they integrated the front suspension com-
ponents from a 2003 Ford Crown Victoria

Lifting the hood of Kilburn’s F-100 reveals the glory of the 12-valve Cummins turbo diesel engine he removed from a ’95 Dodge to repower the classic Ford.

A stock P-pump supplies more than enough fuel to make the classic pickup a fun ride.

“HE PURCHASED THE ’66 AS A RUNNING
AND DRIVING TRUCK FOR ONLY $2,000”
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to give the classic truck modern steering
and suspension designs complete with
aluminum components, rack and pinion
steering and a large diameter anti-sway
bar to keep body roll in check.

In the rear, Kilburn and his team re-
tained the leaf spring setup for the Ford 
9-inch rear axle and stuffed it with 3.50
gears to work with the Cummins. To pre-
vent the axle from twisting the original
leaf springs, the team fabricated a set of
long traction bars that run from below the
leaf spring mount up to the center of the
cab. The truck rolls on a set of 20-inch
Strada wheels wrapped with Nitto
255/45R20 NT420S tires at all four cor-
ners to grip the road in a straight line or
while hugging the curves.

A pair of electric fans are mounted to the front side of a Chevy S-10 radiator that was installed in the Ford core
support to keep the Cummins cool.

The aluminum Crown Vic suspension even utilizes modern rack and pinion steering to keep it pointed in the right
direction. They also installed the Crown Vic sway bar to help keep the body flat through the turns.
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CUMMINS POWER
Once the chassis and suspension were

whipped into shape, Kilburn and his crew
turned their attention to the powerplant
and made preparations to drop a Cum-
mins into the engine bay of the old Ford.
The donor 12-valve engine came from a
’95 Dodge pickup and is largely stock to
help keep the budget in check. To improve
the performance, they replaced the fac-
tory injector nozzles with a set of 5x.016
nozzles to deliver more fuel. Then they
swapped out the factory exhaust mani-
fold and turbo for a 3-piece ATS manifold
and bolted on a larger Borg Warner S467.7
turbo. Rather than mess with plumbing 
in an intercooler and trying to squeeze it
into the small core support on the F-100,

Kilburn and his team opted to direct the
compressed charge directly over the top
of the engine and into the intake plenum
through a wrapped pipe. Spent gasses
take a direct route to the atmosphere with
a U-bend fabricated into the outlet of the
turbo that wraps around before making
the 90-degree turn to fire up and out of
the hood mounted stack. To keep the en-
gine cool, the team installed a radiator out
of a Chevy S-10 that fit in the stock loca-
tion along with a pair of electric fans

pushing air through from the front side. He
estimates that the engine makes around
450-horsepower with close to 900 lbs-ft.
of torque.

To back up the Cummins the team
turned to their friend Sam Barbuto at
Meehans Automotive in Port St. Lucie,
FL, to give the 47RH transmission a fresh
rebuild. He also installed a 2100 RPM
stall FTI torque converter to link the 
engine to the trans. After sinking the 
engine and transmission into the truck
with custom fabricated mounts, they
linked the transmission to the 9-inch
rear end through a custom driveshaft. 
To control gear selection, they adapted
the factory column shifter to work with
the Dodge transmission.

For a 50-year old, this F-100 sure looks sporty thanks to a nice stance and beefy 20-inch Nitto rubber wrapped around black 10-spoke Strada wheels on all four corners.

Moving to the rear of the truck, you can see that the bed was left mostly original as well except for some necessary patch work and black paint for the inside of the bed.
The batteries and fuel cell are both contained at the front of the bed for good weight distribution and convenience when refueling.

“THEY INTEGRATED THE
FRONT SUSPENSION

COMPONENTS FROM A
2003 FORD CROWN

VICTORIA”
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ORIGINAL PATINA 
With the truck coming together, it was

time to work on the appearance so the
Kilburn Kustoms team turned their atten-
tion to the trucks body. Not wanting to
lose the character and classic looks of 
the well-worn truck, the team thoroughly
cleaned the entire truck. Then they lightly
sanded the surface to make sure they had
good adhesion and sprayed it with a fresh
coat of matte clear to lock in the current
50-year level of patina. The effect gives
the truck a unique look showing the
bumps, dents, scrapes and scratches it
has accumulated through the years while
protecting it from continuing to rust away.

The bed required a little more work
where some patch panels were installed
before the inside of the bed was sprayed
with a matte black finish. Then Kilburn

and his team installed an aluminum fuel
cell along with two battery boxes all se-
cured at the front of the bed to maintain
good balance and driving dynamics when
hustling the F-100 through the twisties.

Moving inside the truck, the build team
left it largely stock right down to the after-
market Sanyo cassette player that was in
the dash when he bought the truck. The
seat needed help if Kilburn was to spend
any quality time behind the wheel, so they
reupholstered it in black vinyl with blue
stitching to match the original paint. They

also installed a pair of GlowShift gauges in
the factory cluster to monitor boost and
EGT to help keep an eye on the Cummins
engine’s performance while cruising down
the road.

Kilburn’s 50-year old Ford was given a
new lease on life thanks to a Cummins
transplant, and we’re sure you’ll agree that
it’s all the better because of it. He regularly
attends diesel and rat rod events and
drives the truck as often as he can. If you
happen to see it out there, take a close look
as this truck is fine at 50 and beyond. DW

Kilburn and his team grafted the independent front
suspension from a 2003 Ford Crown Victoria onto the
old Ford’s chassis to help the truck carve corners with
the best of them.

Peeking under the rear of the truck, you can see the 9-inch Ford rear end that is stuffed with 3.50 gears making the truck a great cruiser. Also, notice the traction bars the
Kilburn Kustoms team fabricated and installed to help prevent axle wrap and help the lightweight truck put the power to the ground when Kilburn mashes the loud pedal.
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T
he grass roots feel of dirt drag
events has been growing in influ-
ence this year and was a welcome

addition to the Riffraff Diesel Perform-
ance Event in Newport, Tennessee, this
summer. The family style event has grown
every year and become an important
event on many diesel enthusiasts’ calen-
dars, and this year was no exception.
Diesel junkies flocked into the Cocke
County fairgrounds on July 18, 2015 eager
to see the stunning Show-N-Shine trucks,
hear the spool of engines on the dyno,
watch Riffraff’s first dirt drags, and of
course, witness the sled pull.

Riffraff Diesel 
Performance’s
2015 Event

ENDLESS 
ENTERTAINMENT 

TEXT BY KYLE TOBIN
PHOTOS BY CHRIS TOBIN, JADE TOBIN,
AND KYLE TOBIN
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The high-powered trucks showing their power on the DP-Tuner dyno drew in a large crowd throughout the day.
Phillip Mullet’s GMC made the second most power of the day.

Patrick Riner topped the charts with his 949-horsepower Ram 2500, taking home the highest power title at the
Riffraff event.

Steve Constable and his 2WD F-350
gave it their all and then some when his
front wheels lurched into the air as he
yanked the sled down the track.

Will Riner’s behemoth show truck
clinched the overall Best in Show
title along with the Best Ford and
Best Paint awards for his radical
suspension and flashy paintjob.



showing their welcoming attitude and 
“run what you brung” attitude, Clay Note
and his Riffraff West Coast based crew set
up five different classes for the drag racing
activity. The quick arm-drop style dirt
drags had a good pace and kept fans 
excited, as they flew down the 300-foot
track with dust flying. Adam Doan
grabbed the win in the 4WD Gas class as
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As in year’s past, the event was family
friendly and everyone was welcome to
come and have a good time, including the
young ones who were able to enjoy some
bounce castles, cotton candy and snow
cones, even with the scattered showers
that poured on spectators and their
trucks. Though the event originally catered
to the Power Stroke clan of diesel lovers, a
variety of makes and models made it to
this special event.

The DP-Tuner Dyno started off right
away and very quickly had a long line
formed behind it waiting for their chance
to prove their metal and lay down the
power. The highest horsepower honor
eventually went to Patrick Riner with his
‘06 Ram 2500 with an impressive 949 hp
and 1,822 pound feet of torque. The top

Duramax and top Power Stroke both
rounded out the top three overall with
Phillip Mullet’s ‘03 GMC 2500 coming in
with 786 horsepower and 1,050 pound
feet of torque followed by Colt Minton and
his 2010 F-250 at 618 hp and 1,201 pound
feet of torque.

Next to begin after the dyno was un-
derway was the inaugural dirt drags. Still

Just a tad bit of smoke
from Will Riner’s Ford as
it spun the dyno rollers.

The eventual Modified Diesel class winner and 2nd overall dyno competitor, Phillip Mullet, blasted past his com-
petition every round he entered.

BY THE TIME THE DIRT
DRAGS WERE
WRAPPING UP,
JUDGING HAD BEEN
TALLIED FOR THE
CROWD OF SHOW-N-
SHINE CONTESTANTS. 
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the brackets wound down, while Kamen
Drae won the 4WD Stock Diesel through
his competitive group. The 2WD/Manual
classes were won by Gabriel Williams in
the gas division and Dustin Coons on the
diesel side. Phillip Mullet showed his
trucks ability by placing second highest
power overall on the dyno and coming out
on top of the Modified Diesel dirt drag
class, as he pounded down the track
ahead of the rest down to the final. The
dirt drags were a hit as fans enjoyed
watching the homegrown style, head-to-

head racing with mixed clouds of clay dust
and black smoke.

By the time the dirt drags were wrap-
ping up, judging had been tallied for the
crowd of Show-N-Shine contestants.
With a variety of trucks entered, vehicles
were divided into six distinct categories
and competition was held across those to
determine the overall best-in-show. One
of the largest classes of the event was the
Old Body Style (OBS) early Ford group.
Jackson Camb was able to take the win in
the Work Stock group, and Justin LaFol-

lete took home first in the Best Dodge cat-
egory. Kevin Martin and his slick OBS (cus-
tom painted black with deep, dark red
flames and carbon fiber effects) was able
to nab first in both the Cleanest Ride and
Best OBS. But Will Riner’s custom-built,
massively lifted, gray, flamed Power
Stroke show truck with bright yellow and
blue accents and clean underbelly came
out on top by gathering the Best Ford and
Best Paint category wins and taking the
Best in Show title, literally towering over
ogling spectators and judges alike.

Though this diesel
rat rod was only able
to lay down one pass,
the unique truck
turned heads its
entire way down the
track as it crossed
the finish first.

Ernie Huling and his Dirty Money truck’s outlandish graphics held the crowd’s eye as
it muscled down the track to finish third in the 2.6 Class.

These two Fords battled off the arm-drop start line, kicking up the dust and scram-
bling for traction as they launched.



LOVE YOUR DIESEL BUT HATE THE STEERING? 
Borgeson steering components can get you in-line.

BORGESON STEERING SHAFTS

HD Shafts available for:

1979-2008 Chevy
1979-2008 Dodge
1979-2008 Ford
1972-2006 Jeeps

Worn steering shafts will cause loose, wandering 
steering. Borgeson U-Joint and shaft assemblies 
give a tight precise feel to the steering. Original 
steering shaft assemblies are not designed 
for towing, plowing, off-road use or body lifts. 
Borgeson replacement steering shafts are so 
strong, they will probably outlast your truck!

BORGESON 2003–2008  DODGE BOX
#800123, Borgeson has sourced and adapted this brand new mas-
sive “6-Bolt” power steering box for the 2003–2008 Dodge trucks. 
Similar to Chrysler’s offering for the 03-08 Dodge trucks this Borge-
son “Dodge Box” offers the largest piston diameter for the most avail-
able power assist and a modern variable valve that allows for stable 
highway driving and effortless parking and maneuvering. Borgeson 
has adapted the pitman shaft to be compatible with all OEM and 
dropped pitman arms that fit the stock box. 
#800123 Fits all OEM and after-market pitman arms. 

BORGESON 1994–2002  DODGE BOX
#800120 Borgeson has sourced and adapted a brand new 
modern Delphi 680 series power steering gearbox for your 
1994–2002 Dodge truck. The new Borgeson “Dodge Box” offers 
a larger piston diameter for more available power assist and a 
modern variable valve that allows for stable highway driving. 
Complete upgrade kits with pump, box, shaft & hoses are avail-
able for all 1994-2002 Dodge trucks. 
Fits all OEM and after-market pitman arms.

‘03–08 #800123

‘94–02 #800120

Find out more!!! Visit us at...www.borgeson.com
Borgeson, 9 Krieger Drive, Travelers Rest, SC 29690 
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Rolling out next was the Dirt Hog II sled
for everyone’s favorite home-style sled
pull. The stands swelled again to watch
the trucks struggle to drag the sled down
the Tennessee clay. The Riffraff family
showed their open door policy by again 
allowing a wide range of classes to com-
pete, even giving a bright blue semi a
chance at the track in an exhibition round.
The popular work stock, stock, and 2.5
classes are some of the staples of outlaw
sled pulls, enabling many to sample the
sport they love to watch, dialing in project
trucks and just having a good time. And
Riffraff’s pull didn’t disappoint these cate-
gories or the fans in the stands.

Many competitors entered multiple
classes and really put their trucks to the
test, like Hollis Morton, who was able to
land first place in both the Work Stock and
Stock Classes (he ended up as the largest
pack of the pull with 15 trucks competing).
He pulled a 361-foot run in Work Stock,
nabbing the longest pull of the night and a
346-foot pull in Stock. Rick Eckerle at 318
feet then Jason Pandolph with 313 feet
trailed behind Morton in the Work Stock
Class, and Ryan Evers’ 330 feet followed
by Cole Bailey’s 307 feet rounded out the
podium in the Stock Class.

The Open Class was small but still a

Riffraff ensured fun for all ages when they had the local theatre in Newport, Tennessee, take over the cen-
ter of the horse track on the fairgrounds with colorful bounce houses, cotton candy and snow cones.

Justin Goode nabbed the win with a 319-foot pull in the 2.5 Class in his black Duramax.

Pulling ahead of the rest of
the pack, Bruce Wilson and
White Lightning won the 2.6
class with a 331-foot run.



Trust Your Business to the Experts at 

Diesel Performance Parts Inc. - Competitive Guaranteed Wholesale Pricing, 

Unsurpassed Knowledgeable Support, & the Industry’s Best Manufacturers.

866.455.7788 | dieselperformanceparts.com
Diesel Performance Parts Inc. | 411 Allied Dr, Nashville, TN 37211
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crowd pleaser with its four entrants, the top
two being Adam Doan who finished second
with a 236-foot run and Eric Whitfield who
won with his 294-foot pull. Another double
classer actually pulling two different trucks
was Justin Goode who snagged the win in
the 2.5 Class with a 319-foot pull and
landed a podium finish in the 2.6 pack.
Zach Green took second, coming in with
295 feet while Michael Moore finished third
in the 2.5 pack with a 273-foot pull. In the
2.6 Class, Ernie Huling came in third at 320
feet behind Justin Goode’s 326-foot run in

second and Bruce Wilson in the top spot
with 331 feet. The pulls that started in the
early evening and ran into the night gave
the fans the thrill they were looking for at
the family event.

The Riffraff team came together again
and put on another great event with
something going on around every corner
the entire day. From kids laughing in a
bounce castle, turbos spooling on the
rollers and tires squalling on dirt and clay,
you were bound to have a great time.  DW

SHOW-N-SHINE RESULTS
Best of Show: Will Riner 
Best Ford: Will Riner
Best OBS: Kevin Martin
Best Dodge: Justin LaFollete
Cleanest Ride: Kevin Martin
Best Paint: Will Riner
Work Stock: Jackson Camb

DIRT DRAG WINNERS
4WD Gas: Adam Doan
Stock 4WD Diesel: Kamen Drae
Modified Diesel: Phillip Mullet
2WD/Manual Gas: Gabriel Williams
2WD/Manual Diesel: Dustin Koons

SLED PULL RESULTS
Stock Class
Place Driver Name Distance
1 Hollis Morton 346
2 Ryan Evers 330
3 Cole Bailey 307

Work Stock Class
Place Driver Name Distance
1 Hollis Morton 361
2 Rick Eckerle 318
3 Jason Pandolph 313

2.5 Class
Place Driver Name Distance
1 Justin Goode 319
2 Zach Green 295
3 Michael Moore 273

2.6 Class
Place Driver Name Distance
1 Bruce Wilson 331
2 Justin Goode 326
3 Ernie Huling 320

Open Class
Place Driver Name Distance
1 Eric Whitfield 294
2 Adam Doan 236

SOURCES
Cocke County A&I Fair
423.623.7162
CockeCountyFair.com

DP-Tuner Mobile Dyno
828.221.0076
DP-Tuner.com

Riffraff Diesel Performance
541.879.1052
RiffRaffDiesel.com

DYNO RESULTS
Thursday 5.28.15
Name Year Make HP TQ
Patrick Riner 2006 Ram 2500 949 1,822
Phillip Mullet 2003 GMC 2500 786 1,050
Colt Minton 2010 Ford F-250 618 1,201
Jonathan Sals 2005 Ford F-250 550 1,024
Jackson Ferguson 2008 Ford F-250 521 1,033
Tammie Crews 2008 Ford F-350 512 950
Mike Kha'rzada 2002 Ford F-250 497 962
Garret Ricker 2008 Duramax 496 957
Ian Dunn 2004 Ford F-250 483 840
Will Riner 2005 Ford F-350 481 886
Neal Sawyer 1997 Ford F-250 469 760
Tyler Moore 2004 Ford F-250 458 842
Justin Manuel 2010 Dodge 3500 441 1,136
Bret Banks 2007 Chevy 2500 437 760
Clayton Bellen 2005 Ford F-250 421 751
Dustin Koons 1995 Dodge 2500 399 801
Christian Carmen 1997 Ford F-250 395 768
Blake Mull 2013 GMC 2500 389 1,174
Andrew Krause 1996 Ford F-250 385 720
Doug Brown 2000 Ford F-250 359 712
Adam Uinson 1999 Ford F-350 302 651

THE OPEN
CLASS WAS
SMALL BUT
STILL A
CROWD
PLEASER WITH
ITS FOUR
ENTRANTS,
THE TOP TWO
BEING ADAM
DOAN, WHO
FINISHED
SECOND WITH
A 236-FOOT
RUN AND ERIC
WHITFIELD,
WHO WON
WITH HIS 294-
FOOT PULL.

Kevin Martin and his pristine custom painted F-350 took home the Best OBS and Cleanest Ride categories in the
Show-N-Shine competition.



2016 Diesel Events Calendar

SOUTH
NADM Wilson County Fair Lebanon, TN August 19-20
NHRDA Texas Diesel Nationals Ennis, TX April 15-16
NHRDA Oklahoma Diesel Nationals Tulsa, OK May 21
NHRDA World Finals Ennis, TX September 30-October 1  
TS Performance Bowling Green, KY June 3-4
Rocky Top Diesel Shootout Crossville, TN July 29-30
Rudy’s Fall Diesel Jamboree Julian, NC October 7-8

WEST
NHRDA Desert Diesel Nationals Chandler, AZ April 30
NHRDA Diesels on the Mountain Golden and Morrison, CO June 3-4
NHRDA Pacific Coast Nationals Woodburn, OR July 23
NWDC Rapid Wash Dyno Day Idaho Falls, ID May 14
NWDC ATP Truck Dyno Day Meridian, ID May 21
NWTP Sequim Logging Show Sequim, WA May 13-14
NWDC RKL Diesel Performance Dyno Day Springville, UT May 25
NWTP N. Central Washington Fair Waterville, WA July 3
NWTP King County Fair Enumclaw, WA July 16
Tonasket Pulls Tonasket, WA July 22-23
NWDC Diesel Doctor Dyno Day Delta, CO July 23
NWDC Pure Addiction Diesel Performance Dyno Day Hillsboro, OR July 30
NWDC Industrial Injection Dyno Day Salt Lake City, UT August 12
NHRDA/NWDC Big Sky Fest Billings, MT August 19-20 
Oregon State Fair (Pulls) Salem, OR August 26 or 27 
NWDC Stainless Diesel Performance Dyno Day Port Angeles, WA August 27
NWDC/NWTP Alligator Performance “Hunting 4 Horsepower” Coeur D’Alene, ID September 10
NWDC Edge Products Dyno Day Ogden, UT September 17
Duramax Store Drags/Dyno Sacramento, CA September 24 
Colon Cancer Charity Pull Moses Lake, WA October 1

CANADA
NHRDA JB’s Canadian Diesel Shootout Edmonton, AB August 6
NWDC/NWTP BD Diesel Dyno Day Abbotsford, BC May 25

NORTHEAST
NADM East Coast Nationals Numidia, PA July 16
NADM Carlisle Truck Drags Boiling Springs, PA August 5

MIDWEST
NADM Nebraska Diesel Show Kearney, NE April 23-24 
NADM Missouri Truck Shootout Osborn, MO May 13
NADM Muncie Dragway Diesel Drags Muncie, IN June 3
Wagler Competition Elnora, IN June 3-4
NADM Haisley Thunder in Muncie Muncie, IN June 17-20
Fleece Performance Diesel Showdown Indianapolis, IN June 25 
NHRDA Midwest Truckin Nationals Madison, IL July 9
Scheid Diesel Extravaganza Terre Haute, IN August 26-28
NADM Buckeye Diesel Blast LaRue, OH September 23-24 

Don’t see your event listed? Send us an
email and we’ll add it to the calendar!
DW-Editor@engagedmediainc.com

*Dates and locations may change. 
Please contact the promoter for more info. 
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The Rudy’s Diesel Performance Edition Ford F-250
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When most gear heads (like you) see a truck sitting on a dealer’s lot, the first thought
that pops in your head is, “How could I modify this?” But what if you could pick up a
customized truck right off the lot set up perfectly for you—or maybe simply a solid

head start on future tinkering—all under dealer financing and warranty? Well, Stearns Ford in
Burlington, North Carolina, may be exactly what you’re looking for. They’ve teamed up with
Rudy’s Diesel Performance, also out of Burlington, NC, to create a Rudy’s Edition Ford F-250
Super Duty diesel truck package that’s now available to you. You may be thinking this is just an-
other wheel and tire swap and out the door, but this truck proves Rudy’s attention to detail as
the Rudy’s Performance Parts division crew delved into every nook and cranny—while leaving a
somewhat blank canvas of an engine and transmission to hop up any way you like. One glance
at this rig on the dealer’s lot, and you know there’s more than meets the eye.

TEXT BY KYLE TOBIN
PHOTOS BY CHRIS TOBIN
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SATIN FINISH
Right away, these trucks stand out

from anything else on the road, and that’s
because of the refinished factory paintjob
that was tweaked in the RDP shop. Each
truck is meticulously broken down to have
the factory paint color-sanded to be re-
sprayed with a satin clear coat, bringing
any factory color option a unique, custom
look. But a different finish on the original
paint wasn’t enough for the RDP team, so
the bumpers, mirror caps, door handles,
badges, logos and grille assembly are all
painted to match the truck and cleared in
the same finish to tie the whole exterior
together and step the looks up a notch or
two. Adding to the sharp looks of the re-
formed rig, plus filling out the growl of the

Power Stroke is the MagnaFlow DPF back
exhaust system coated in a satin black
color to compliment the established look.

ALTERED VIEW
With the paint well addressed, the

stance, ride, and capabilities of the F-250
are ready to be overhauled to match the

unique paint finish. To bump up the stabil-
ity, durability, and performance of the sus-
pension, the Rudy’s crew swapped in a
BDS 6-inch, long arm lift kit under the
truck. The suspension system is paired
with Fox Racing 2.0 shocks on all four cor-
ners with dual shocks and dual steering
stabilizers up front. With a rugged suspen-

“THE ATTENTION TO DETAIL IN THE STYLING OF THE
TRUCK GOES ABOVE AND BEYOND YOUR USUAL

‘PEEL-AND-STICK’ DEALERSHIP UPGRADES”
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sion installed on the rig, an equally capa-
ble pairing of metal and rubber would
have to be selected. Unlike the cheap
chrome wheels and off brand tires many
dealer packages install, the design and
build team opted for 37X13.50R22 Toyo
M/T Open Country tires to handle well
across any terrain and wrapped them
around the stout 22x12 American Force
SF8 wheels. With the truck poised in the

air with an aggressive stance, the crew
outfitted a set of motorized AMP Re-
search power steps that help you get into

the large rig while any door is open, but 
recede slyly into the rocker panel of the
truck once the doors are closed.

CREATURE COMFORTS
Once the exterior was dialed in, the

build team didn’t forsake the interior of
the Lariat based F-250. Each of the basic
pieces of plastic trim in the dash and
doors were removed to be stripped, color

The smooth, satin paint refinish
looks great from all angles and ties
the custom elements together well.

Removing and color-matching to the exterior all of the various plastic trim pieces throughout the doors and dash brings a subtle custom touch to the interior.
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matched to the exterior, and cleared in the
same satin finish now becoming synony-
mous with the Rudy’s Edition truck. To
add a flare of notoriety, the front two
headrests and rear center headrest are
stitched with the Rudy’s Diesel logo in the
plush leather.

Nearly every surface in any of the
Rudy’s Edition F-250s is touched by some
custom flair, creating a well-crafted truck
as either a distinctive, limited-edition truck
or a head start for a further custom build.
The attention to detail in the styling of the
truck goes above and beyond your usual
‘peel-and-stick’ dealership upgrades, 
setting any owner up with a very special

With the paint color-matched onto the American Force wheels that are wrapped in aggressive Toyos, this Rudy’s
Edition FX4 stands out from the pack.

BDS and Fox Racing components bolster the ride comfort and capabilities while adding six inches of height to the front end.

Not to be left behind, the rear end also gets lifted 6 inches by the BDS set up with added stability from the Fox Racing shocks.
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truck. Rudy’s Diesel Performance, part-
nered with their local Ford dealer, Stearns
Ford, have opened up a new way to step
into a customized diesel truck straight off
the lot with a full warranty and dealer
financing options. Tempting? DW

This subtle vinyl inset into the factory hood with an almost ghosted cut out of the Rudy’s Edition logo adds a
unique flair to the stock contours.

The motorized AMP Research side steps allows ease
of access to the lifted truck but tuck away neatly
when the doors are closed.

The plush leather of the Lariat interior didn’t need
much retooling, but a couple well placed Rudy’s
Diesel Performance star logos embroidered into the
back center headrest as well as the two front head-
rests are welcome additions.
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BY JIM ALLEN

Head Porting
T

he horsepower game
is all about getting as
much air into the

cylinder as possible, adding
the appropriate amount of
fuel and lighting it off.
Boom! The bigger the
boom, the more power and
torque. Outside theory, it's
not quite that simple. The
"boom" is limited by how
much the structure of the
engine can handle, but it's
100-percent true that the
first part of the power
equation is air.

DIY or Not?

Any naturally aspirated (NA)
engine can only draw in as
much air as atmospheric pres-
sure and restrictions in the in-
take tract allow. Because most
diesels are unthrottled, they
have an airflow advantage over
an NA gasser. Virtually any
modern NA diesel can make
85-percent volumetric effi-
ciency, or better, over a broad
rpm range. Only really well-
tuned NA gassers can do that
and usually in much narrower
rpm bands. Volumetric effi-
ciency (VE) is the static per-
centage of air that a cylinder of
a particular size can hold at
standard atmospheric pressure
versus the actual amount it can
pull in dynamically in the face
of intake restrictions, cam tim-
ing and engine speed.

When it comes to making
diesels breathe, forced induc-
tion is the great equalizer. With
forced induction, turbocharging
or mechanical supercharging,

Tech

Jared Gearheart, a student in the High Performance Automotive
School at the University of Northwestern Ohio, flow tests the Diesel
Club's 24-valve head after the porting work was done. With the
stock valves and seats (3-angle intakes only), the work resulted 
in a 16-percent gain in intake airflow and over a 28-percent gain in 
exhaust flow. When a proper 5-angle performance valve job is
added, the number will jump another 12-15 percent on both sides. 
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air is forced into the cylinder by a compressor and filled to more
than its static volume of air. The cylinder is actually under pres-
sure when it starts the compression stroke. Depending on the
amount of air the compressor can deliver, that can be anywhere
from 125 to 200 percent more than the static volume of the cylin-
der  at seal level atmospheric pressure (125 to 200 percent VE).
With forced induction, a 360 cubic inch diesel with VE of 125 or
200 percent is taking in the a volume of air equivalent to 450 to
720 cubic inch NA diesels and with the proportionally correct
amount of fuel added, the smaller engine can make approxi-
mately the same power and torque as the larger. Again, it all
comes down to how much "boom" the engine can tolerate. 

On an NA engine of any type, one of the major restrictions to
volumetric efficiency is the intake tract. That starts with the air
horn on the air filter assembly and ends at the intake valve. Air fil-
ter improvements are the obvious starting place, followed by the
intake manifold, but very quickly the bottleneck will become the
intake ports and intake valve. Each engine is different, so the
exact cause of bottlenecks will have to be determined by experi-
ence and knowledge. To the handful of you out there still running
old-school NA diesels, you are going to turn to cylinder head in-
take and exhaust port improvements and intake manifold im-
provements a lot sooner that people running forced induction.
You have to! It's really the only answer left before forced induc-
tion. The benefits will be only modestly cost effective in most
cases versus going with forced induction.

To the majority of you out there with turbo diesels, improve-
ments in the cylinder head ports and valve pockets will be a ways
down the "Round-To-It" list. Any hotrodded turbo diesel can
eventually get to the point where the cylinder head is an impedi-
ment to power output. One indication of that is excessively high
boost pressure and power gains leveling off. Boost pressure is an
indicator of a lack of flow and improvements in head flow can
sometimes actually reduce boost pressure with no other changes
while increasing power at the same time. How much? It's highly
variable, but according to various sources, a 40-80 hp gain on a
streetable B-Series Cummins is not uncommon. With extra tun-
ing to make use of the extra airflow, even more is possible. On top

of that, the other benefits include lower EGT, faster spool-up and
less drive pressure (backpressure).

WHAT IS HEAD PORTING?
Head porting is the art of reducing restrictions in the intake

and exhaust tracts. We say "art" because it's one of those things
in which the "eye" and the sense of touch combine with hard 
science to get the job done. While porting involves a certain
amount of "voodoo," elaborate test equipment and trade secrets,
it's something a shadetree builder can play with too, as long as he
understands some basic limitations.

To get some perspective on head porting, we turned to Gavin
Knisely. Gavin is a well-known Southern Ohio puller that gained a
lot of practical experience porting his own Cummins heads, dis-
covered he had a knack and eventually started doing it for others.
When the University of Northwestern Ohio decided to start build-
ing a second engine for their pulling truck, they turned to Gavin for
a massaged 24-valve head. We were able to follow Gavin through
the process and get some tips along the way. We also were able
to do before and after flow tests on the UNOH SuperFlow flow
benches to see the improvements.

THE IMPORTANCE OF VALVE WORK
Bear in mind that it's the valve work that's going to make or

break your head flow numbers. Since most of us don't have a
Serdi valve cutting machine in the garage, the shop you pick to do
the valve work could make or break your porting improvements.
In many ways, the valve work is the most important part of the
job because the valve is usually the most restrictive part of the
intake tract.

Good valve work will pay the highest dividends at the low lift
parts of the valve opening event. The valve is only fully open for a
short period in that event, and when you consider at high rpm the
period of time the valve is open to feed the cylinder is measured
in fractions of a second. At 3,000 rpm, an average intake valve is
only off its seat for 2 tenths of a second, and the time shortens
with increased rpm, so every millisecond the valve is off the seat
is important to filling the cylinder.

1 & 2 Shelf or no shelf?  It's fairly big bucks to machine off the cast-in manifold on a Cummins 24-V and make/buy a new manifold. When you are grasping for every
horsepower, it can reap enough rewards to make it worthwhile but it still ain't cheap. The main gain is the ability to be able to improve the intake ports, particularly #1 
and #6, which need the most help. Gavin Knisely gave us some informal numbers of a top quality job with the shelf on and one with the shelf off. With the flowbench 
results he presented, it shows around a 21-percent difference. The main difference is the ability to thoroughly work over the intake ports. The shelf itself isn't the major
flow impediment, though removing it and replacing it with a custom intake is worth some flow and power. The plate shown here in front is the mounting flange for a new
manifold to be constructed. None of the mounting bolt holes have been drilled and tapped at this point. Knisely also used this as a template to match the ports.

1 2
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HEAD PORTING

In the process of testing the UNOH head, we had a graphic
demonstration of this. We flow tested the head before and after
without any special valve work done and then got numbers after a
top quality, performance oriented valve and seat work. There was
a 15-percent increase in flow after the valve work. Don't forget,
even without porting, good valve work can unlock a lot of airflow.  

THE AIRFLOW EQUATION
Keep in mind that head porting is only one part of a big equa-

tion. The valve work mentioned above is a very closely related
factor in that equation, but there are others. The cam profile is a
major one. You may not be able to unlock all the airflow potential
in a cylinder head without a change in cam profile. The turbo is
probably of equal importance, as is the exhaust system and the
air filter assembly. Guard against thinking of head porting as a
single element and think about all the peripheral items before
and after the cylinder head ports.

DIY OR DON'T
So, is head porting a do-it-yourself job? Yes and no. It's a mat-

ter of degree. With the right tools, patience and a little research,

Tech

3, 4 & 5 Tools of the trade. The tool investment is not huge and many of these
things you may have already. Hearing and eye protection tops the list. You will
need lights to shine into ports. A high speed die grinder (air or electric) and an as-
sortment of long-shaft carbide cutters. Sharp ones... they wear out. A bunch of
80-120 grit carbide rolls for the final smoothing, with the arbors to carry them. 
One of the more important tools is the digital internal calibers, a Fowler shown,
used to make sure you get the ports dimensionally correct and even with each
other.

4

5

3
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even a first timer can unlock some horsepower by porting his own
head. 

The first basic advice Gavin has for home head porters is don't
try to reinvent the wheel. Smoothing port walls, radiusing edges,
port matching, etc., are all beneficial, but radically changing the
shape of a port or runner should only be done with knowledge
aforethought. What looks good may actually flow worse than
stock and introduce adverse effects. Any shape changing of the
ports should be limited to what has been tested to work and
that's pretty hard information to come by for a home porter, un-
less he has a stack of heads for trial and error and/or a flowbench
and dyno handy. A verified "recipe" from someone who has done
the R&D is another alternative but you will find few skilled head
porters willing to share their top-secret recipes, and it may be dif-
ficult for a first timer to match what a pro can do. Even Knisely
was unwilling to show us all of his tricks.

Also, more than a few heads have been ruined by overzealous
amateurs who got carried away. Unless you know the thickness

HEAD PORTINGTech

7 In the bowls, you can see a lot of rough stuff and edges to take out. Note also the
three angle valve seats. Three angles work OK for the exhausts but the intake seat
need more to flow well.

10 Get comfortable. You're going to be there a while. Wear hearing protection. Es-
pecially with an air die grinder, the noise will be enough to damage your hearing
long term. Needless to say, the grinding dust will ruin your eyes. A face mask isn't a
bad idea either and Knisely often uses them. Knisely keeps a shop vac handy and
regularly sucks up the dust. 

8 To gauge how much can be taken out of any head port, pros "slice-n-dice" in the
critical areas. On top, you see a 24-V intake port and on the bottom an exhaust.
Knisely keeps a 24-V head that's sliced into about 10 pieces for testing.

8

9

6 Here's what you start with on the intake side, assuming the shelf has been sliced
off. Knisely points out that you will never be able to get the end ports to match the
dimensions of the center ports due to the casting, but you can drastically improve
the flow anyway.
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of the port walls and runners in all locations, you should be very
careful how much material you take out. Every head has a few
areas where too much grinding gets you into or so near a water
jacket that you later get a crack. The pros slice heads apart to
both learn where these vulnerable areas are and to observe the

HEAD PORTINGTech

13 Once you get the ports sized the way you want, you smooth them with the 80
or 100 grid rolls. You don't need or want a mirror finish... even though that is
"purty."  A slightly rough surface is actually beneficial, as it creates a thin boundary
layer of turbulence that reduces air friction of the main flow running more towards
the center of the port. The dimples on a golf ball do the same thing.

14 Plenty of secret sauce here too. The goal is to enlarge the ports, make them all
equal in size and shape (except the two end ports and you just do the best you
can), eliminate the choke points and a "iron boogers" (that's the technical porter's
term) protruding into the runner.

11 To match port on the exhaust side, use an exhaust manifold gasket as a tem-
plate. Once done on the head, you can check the exhaust manifold and make sure
it's going to match the head. It's OK for flow if the port running is smaller in diame-
ter than the exhaust manifold but not vice versa. You can grind the flat spot on the
floor of the exhaust port at the outer edge but take care as you move in or you will
end up in the water jacket. This is one aspect of porting most DIY people can do.

12 The valve pockets are smoothed out, and the sharp edges of the guide bosses
are smoothed. Some of the "secret sauce" is in this work.

shape and dimensions of the ports and runners. You need a
safety factor in this too, because core shift during the casting
process can lead to variances in what's out there. The OE manu-
facturer accounts for this in production. A  1/16-inch variance may
not mean much in a stock engine, but it could for a guy taking
1/8-inch out of a port wall during a port job. Pro porters get bite
marks in the ass over this too, but they usually have a broader 
experience base to draw from and their own safety factors based
on experience with particular heads.

THE REAL WORLD
A DIY-guy  has to face the inevitable fact that it's unlikely he

can match something done by a pro with a proven recipe based
on lots of objective testing on flow benches and dynos. Does it
sound like we are trying to talk you out of DIY porting? Not really,
but we want to give you some realistic expectations of what a
novice can or should do, and the potential results.
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So how much should you expect to pay for a porting job?
That's going to be highly variable according to your region, the
shop and how much work you want done. Consider a thousand
bucks the bare minimum on a six cylinder head, with the valve
work extra. You could easily put $2,500 in a head with all the
work done, more if you want to fight over every CFM of flow and
every horsepower. DW

HEAD PORTINGTech

16 There is a lot of bench racing banter between the advocates of 12 and 24 valve
Cummins heads. Generally speaking, according to Knisely and other sources, a
stock 24 valve head will deliver more overall flow than a stock 12-valve but once
porting work starts, things can equalize, and it's then down to the mojo of the
porter. Airflow numbers are hotly debated but don't always have a direct horse-
power equivalency. More is better, of course, but how that extra air is utilized is key.

17 Slicing off the stock manifold and buying or fabbing another is beneficial but
expensive. The UNOH diesel club built this manifold from scratch. This step radi-
cally changes the engine plumbing considerations.

15 The final step is to have the valves and seats ground. There is an art to this as
well. Knowing where to put the angles on the seat to streamline the flow past the
valve. On the intakes, five angle valve seats are common and exhaust four. The
valve heads will also have several angles. The base seat angle is important too,
with 30-degree seats flowing better on the intakes than 45 degree. The basic
shape of the valve is also used to increase flow. All this is somewhat specific to 
the particular head.
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TEXT BY JASON SANDS
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AND SCOTT COUNTRYMAN

Destroked
Shop Tour:

D
ie-hard Blue-Oval fans love their Ford trucks—there's no doubt about that. For decades, Ford F-series
trucks have been the best sellers on the market, with hundreds of thousands of diesels being sold. Unfor-
tunately, after 2003, Ford has been dealing with powertrain reliability with the problematic 6.0L power-

plant ('03-'07) and the revised, yet still-troubled, 6.4L engine ('08-'10). Although the 6.4L was touted to be a
solution to Ford's diesel engine woes, time has proven that broken regulators, failed turbos, clogged DPF's, 
broken rocker arms, and even cracked pistons are still a possibility. In a worst-case scenario, an engine might
need a full rebuild, which can run $10,000 to $12,000.

Re-Powering 
Ford F-Series Diesels
with the Ultimate
Inline-Six

Tech

Scott Countryman started Destroked for those looking for a
long-term solution to Ford's engine troubles. Initially working to
replace 6.0L engines, Scott saw the writing on the wall with the
6.4L and immediately started working on conversion parts. The
engine of choice for most customers is the 6.7L Cummins,
which also means folks get a nice displacement bump in addi-
tion to much improved reliability. Scott even makes parts to
combine the best of the Big Three, as a six-speed Allison trans-
mission is a popular option for those looking to build the "ulti-
mate truck."

BUILDING A FUMMINS
"Don't start with an $800 basket case that has 400,000

miles and every body panel dented," was the first thing Scott
told us. "There are plenty of nice trucks out there with low
mileage and engine issues in the neighborhood of $5,000-
$8,000," continued Scott. "We also make conversion parts to

keep everything as OEM as possible, so you can retain the fac-
tory cooling system, heater, and air-conditioning," said Scott.
"Many people elect to remove the 6.4L engine, but want to
keep the 5R110 transmission, so we offer swap parts for that
too. For those wanting an Allison, we also offer trick devices like
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SHOP TOUR: DESTROKEDTech

1 Brig Pannepacker likes Fummins conversions so much, he owns two of them! While the Harley Edition truck is a 1,000-hp play toy, the workhorse is a F-450 with a 6.7L
Cummins swap and Allison transmission—what many might consider the ultimate truck.

2 "We try to 
make everything 
look as OEM as 
possible," said Scott.
With the cleanliness 
of the Cummins/Ford
engine bay, it’d be
hard to believe that it
didn't come with a
6.7L Cummins.
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stand-alone transmission controllers and tap shifters that will in-
tegrate with the Ford," noted Scott. "A lot of components that
people aren't sure how to engineer or make, we provide." 

While the factory Ford engines can nickel-and-dime owners to
death, swapping in a Cummins isn't exactly a cheap proposition
either. Donor engines are $5,000 and up, and transmission cores
are usually close to $1,000. Every once in a while, a dirt-cheap en-
gine and transmission can be found (fire damaged items are a
good start), but again, Scott warns, "Buy the most complete, best
package you can afford for the swap. It'll save a lot of time (and
probably money) in the long run."

6.7L IN, 6.4L OUT—FILLING IN THE BLANKS
"You can recoup a lot of the money by selling the factory Ford

parts," noted Scott. "It takes a lot of time, but virtually everything
on newer diesels are worth some amount of money, from the tur-

SHOP TOUR: DESTROKEDTech

5 One of the most essential parts to a Cummins-Ford swap are engine to transmis-
sion adapters, which can be acquired to match a Cummins engine to a variety of
transmission offerings.

4 "Simple parts like engine mounts can take some time to fabricate," said 
Scott. For those looking to take the first step, 6.4L to 6.7L Cummins swap 
mounts are available so that the would-be builder can at least locate the
engine and transmission.

6 In addition to engine to transmission adapters, transmission to transfer case
adapters are available as well, so the factory Ford transfer case can be retained.

3 Wiring can be a big 
challenge with a 6.7L and 
Allison swap. Fortunately,
Scott makes a stand-alone
wiring harness for the six-
speed Allison 1000 that 
will work behind any 
engine combination.
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BEING REALISTIC
"A lot of people come into this hoping that they can perform a

common-rail Cummins conversion for a couple grand, and that's
simply not the case," said Scott. "What people can do however, is
buy a 6.4L-powered truck for under $10,000, spend about
$5,000 to $7,000 on conversion parts (less engine) and end up
with a Cummins F-series for under $30,000." With Cummins’
legendary reliability, and Ford's robust body and frame construc-
tion, a 6.7L I-6 might just be the cure for those suffering the
Power Stroke blues. DW

bos, to the injectors, to the engine itself." When it comes time to
replacing the V-8 with an I-6 however, people invariably run into
issues. "There are some parts of the swap that are very hard to
fabricate (like transmission adapters), or wiring that is extremely
intricate. We offer solutions for whatever the builder can't design
himself," said Scott. 

SHOP TOUR: DESTROKEDTech

10 Even with an engine and transmission, it can still be tough to find the bits and
pieces to make everything work. Even if an engine comes with an ECM, it still
might be missing important pieces like this electronic throttle pedal.

11 If you're looking to retain heat and air conditioning (and who isn't), Destroked
offers conversion lines, as well as engine and transmission lines specifically 
designed for a 6.4L to 6.7L swap.

7 For many, the Allison 1000 is the transmission of choice when it comes to con-
versions. Scott told us that its simplicity of design, strength, and computer tuning
options make it the perfect automatic to install behind a torque-infused Cummins.

8 "The goal is to have everything as close to OEM as possible," said Scott. That
means that items like this fan shroud keep the engine's stock fan working at 
maximum efficiency.

9 Ford uses a differ-
ent pulse configura-
tion to read engine
rpm than Cummins,
which means the
factory tach isn't
plug and play. Fortu-
nately, this handy
adapter enables the
engine's computer
to talk to the Ford's
harness.
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Being hard pressed to drive a com-
pletely stock truck, he planned to dress 
it up some by simply color matching the
bumpers and giving the truck a fresh coat
of factory silver paint since the truck
wasn’t in perfect condition when he 
purchased it.

HEAVY FLAKE
Stewart took the Chevy to his friends

Damon Hart and Jordan Windex at 923
Customs in Wooster, OH, to respray it, but
the duo had other plans in mind. Since
923 Customs was a new shop at the time

and they wanted to promote their busi-
ness while showing off their paint capabil-
ity they talked Stewart into allowing them
to customize the truck. The one-off cus-
tom finish is achieved with a custom

Galaxy Grey candy-finish over a black
base and obviously makes generous use
of heavy flakes buried under layers of clear
topcoat finish.

Before spraying on the new color they
smoothed the body repairing any imper-
fections to give the paint a smooth sur-
face to lie on. They also removed the
moldings, badges and emblems as well 
as the rear bumper and replaced it with a
smooth roll pan. All of the small items like
the door and tailgate handles, mirrors and
lights were also removed and prepped for
paint. Out back the lights were simply

To give his truck the stance and ride he was after, Connor Stewart installed a 6-inch Rough Country suspension system and Rough Country Nitro 2 shocks with suspension
components painted Illusion Blue to make it pop under the sparkly Chevy.

Peeking under the rear of the truck, you can see the lift was accomplished with a set of fabri-
cated steel Rough Country lift blocks and new U-bolts that were also painted Illusion Blue to
match the front suspension components. You can also see the 5-inch MBRP exhaust system
with its polished 6-inch stainless steel tip.

Taking things to extremes is a reoccurring theme for Stewart’s truck and
his 22X14-inch American Force wheels are no exception. His good friend
Rick Jimenez polished the back side of the wheel to match the finish on
the front in what we believe to be the first set of double-polished
American Force wheels we’ve seen.

“CUSTOM GALAXY GREY
CANDY-PAINT OVER A

BLACK BASE AND
GENEROUS USE OF HEAVY

FLAKES BURIED UNDER
LAYERS OF CLEAR
TOPCOAT FINISH”
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smoked then painted to match, but up
front they opened up the housings and
painted the inside then reassembled the
housings and even integrated an LED off
road light into the outer headlight posi-
tion. To finish up the body modifications,
they installed a 3-inch cowl hood to give
the truck a muscular feel then they
sprayed everything in the wild Galaxy Grey
candy paint to give it a totally unique look.

STANCE
After seeing the truck and its crazy fin-

ish, Stewart knew he couldn’t let the rest
of the truck stay stock, so he installed a 6-
inch Rough Country suspension system.
But he decided to make the suspension
components stand out to fit the truck and
painted them Illusion Blue. Rough Country
Nitro 2 shocks tame the ride in the front
and the rear.

Even when lifted, this truck wouldn’t
look right with run of the mill wheels and
tires, so Stewart turned to American Force

The front side of the
American Force
22X14-inch Fallout
wheels features a
bright polished finish
with color matched
Galaxy Grey inserts
that look different
colors depending on
the angle you look at
them just like the
truck. The massive
wheels are wrapped
in aggressive
LT325/50R22 AMP
M/T Terrain Master
tires for good looks
and traction.

Looking at the front suspension from the rear side you can see that the Rough Country system uses drop brack-
ets for the torsion bars to retain a factory ride with additional altitude.

Of course, the
bumper, grille and
mirrors were
painted to match
as well. The blue
Bowtie pops no
matter the angle
and the 3-inch
cowl hood gives
the truck an 
intimidating look.

“AMERICAN FORCE
22X14-INCH FALLOUT
WHEELS”
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for a set of 22X14-inch Fallout wheels. But
rather than install them on the truck right
away he sent them off to his friend, Rick
Jimenez, to polish the back side of the
wheel to match the finish American Force
provides on the front side. While Jimenez
was working on the wheels, the 923 Cus-
toms crew painted the bolt-on aluminum
trim plates Galaxy Grey to make the
wheels pop and link them more directly
with the custom painted truck. After the
wheels were finished, Stewart
mounted a set of aggressive
LT325/50R22 AMP M/T Terrain Mas-
ter tires to finish the truck’s transfor-
mation from ho-hum to flashy.

DURAMAX POWER
Stewart was fine with the

factory grey leather interior as
it was in good shape and the
dark tinted windows would
keep prying eyes out, so he
kept it stock for now. But it
would be hard to justify leaving
the LBZ Duramax engine stock
under the wildly painted cowl hood.
Without going overboard and tearing into
the engine for a performance rebuild, he

Peeking under the cowl hood reveals a mildly modified LBZ Duramax with an S&B Filters cold air intake, resonator delete, Optima Red Top batteries and Sinister Diesel 
intake pipe to help make more power.

The amazing Galaxy Grey paint that the crew at 923 
Customs laid on the truck takes on a different look from
every angle looking black, grey and a full rainbow of
bright colors depending on how you view the truck and
the sun’s position overhead.
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focused on subtle things that would help
wake up the engine while retaining the
stock turbo. To help it inhale better, he in-
stalled an S&B Filters cold air intake sys-
tem as well as a Sinister Diesel intake
pipe. On the exhaust side of things, he in-
stalled an MBRP 5-inch system that ter-
minates in the stock location with a 6-inch
diameter polished stainless steel tip. Then
to really wake up the engine, he turned to
Jeff Dean at On-Track Automotive in Lan-
caster, OH, for EFILive tuning. He esti-
mates the engine is putting down more
than 500-horsepower to the ground when

he mashes the loud pedal and that is
plenty to make a daily driver nice and fun.

The truck was completed just in time
to be debuted at the 2015 Scheid Diesel
Extravaganza where it drew a crowd

throughout the event. Stewart takes the
truck to as many diesel events as he can
so keep an eye out for it. If he’s there,
we’re sure you won’t miss his sparkly 
Duramax in any crowd. DW

With its lifted stance, bold
wheels and can’t-miss-me
paint, Stewart’s Chevy is one
unique ride that looks different
almost every time you see it.

The 923 Customs team painted everything that
could be painted including the handles all the
way around the truck. Looking at it closely you
can see just how heavy the flake is and how well
the painters laid an even coat over the entire
truck so the effect is great anywhere you look.

They also customized the parking lights and headlights by painting the insides and integrating a small LED
offroad light in the outer positions.

The LED taillights were smoked and given the Galaxy
Grey treatment as well to blend into the bed.

Stewart’s interior is stock but comfortable grey
leather with Weather Tech mats to protect the carpet
as the truck is a daily driver after all.
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BY NICK LEON
PHOTOS BY ADAM BLATTENBERG

Planning Ahead

O
ne thing most of us can
agree on as diesel owners is
that we’ve all been down

that road—you know—the one
where your truck is getting a little
hot pulling that grade with your
toy hauler in tow, coolant starting
to spray out of the reservoir cap, or
even worse, fuel in your coolant.

All of these symptoms are, for the
most part, a sign of head gasket failure.
With the changes to newer model trucks
including higher horsepower/torque
numbers (which leads to an increase in
drive pressure) it will continue to be an
issue that will not go away.  Today we
will focus on the 6.4 Power Stroke; with
its compound turbochargers system and
dual egr coolers, it’s a recipe for head
gasket disaster. Ford has come a long
way from the 6.0 TTY (torque to yield)
head bolts by switching to factory in-
stalled larger head bolts (16mm)
torqued to 165 lb-ft., but they’re still not
perfect. In the interest of going for per-
fection, we are turning to Alliant Power
and their 6.4 head gasket kit to help us
solve the last weak point. On this partic-
ular vehicle, we have previously ad-
dressed a number of the common 6.4
concerns including replacing the EGR
coolers with both horizontal and vertical
Bulletproof Diesel EGR coolers; we've
replaced the oil cooler, and replaced the
high pressure fuel pump, which are all
fairly common failure points of the 6.4
Power Stroke. So, here, we will we will
put the last piece in the puzzle. 

We turned to the pros at Bud’s Diesel
in Orange County, California, and two of
their technicians, Hector Lezama and
Julio Lezama, to install Alliant Power’s

Head Studs on a 6.4L as a Bit of Preventative Maintenance

Tech

Although it appears to be a daunting task, Hector and Julio made quick work of getting the cab lifted in just
about 90 minutes. 
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1 As Hector and Julio were removing exhaust components to gain access to the
compound turbochargers, they came across a few seized up-pipe bolts. It is very
common on most Power Stroke and Duramax trucks that up-pipe bolts become
seized due to constant extreme heating and cooling.

4, 5 With the exhaust components taken care of, Hector and Julio will shift their
focus to the intake manifold by removing the fan clutch (5), fan shroud, serpentine
belts, horizontal and vertical EGR coolers (6), EGR valve housing and finally the in-
take manifold.

2 Now that the necessary up-pipe bolts have been cut and removed, Hector was
able to remove the turbocharger assembly and downpipe so they could gain full
access to the high pressure fuel pump and fuel lines that run to the cylinder head.
(This is also the perfect time to visually inspect the high and low pressure tur-
bochargers for any shaft play or wheel damage). 

3 Now that the tur-
bochargers are re-
moved, you can see
the technicians have
full access to the
high pressure fuel
pump, high pressure
fuel lines and oil
lines.

4

5

complete 6.4 head gasket kit. As we unboxed the kit from Alliant
Power, we can tell they have done their homework as far as com-
ponents necessary to complete the repair are concerned; they
have included components that others have left out. The con-
tents include ARP head studs, head gaskets, exhaust manifold
gaskets, rocker box gaskets, valve cover gaskets, 8 injector seal
kits with fuel lines, intake gasket kit for egr system, complete
turbo mounting kit, and oil cooler gaskets. This is truly a complete
head gasket “kit” in a box with all parts needed to complete the
job included. DW
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PLANNING AHEADTech

7 After removing the rocker
boxes, they remove the
rocker arms, rocker arm
bridges and push rods to
prepare for removal of
cylinder heads.

10 Once the cylin-
der heads are re-
moved, now is the
perfect time to in-
spect the pistons
and cylinder walls
for any damage.
After inspection,
Hector will remove
all 16 hydraulic
lifters to inspect for
damage. After find-
ing a couple with
sticking rollers, we
decided to err on
the side of caution
and replace all 16
lifters with new fac-
tory replacements. 

8 Here’s everything removed from the cylinder head. Fuel injectors, fuel injector
hold down, fuel injector lines, high pressure fuel rails, push rods, rocker arms, rocker
arm bridges, and glow plugs. This is also a great chance to inspect rocker arms and
rocker arm bridges for damage. It is very common for the 6.4 Power Strokes to ex-
hibit abnormal wear patterns on rocker arms and bridges. 

11 Since we are on the topic of lifters, here is a disassembled view of a single 6.4
Power Stroke lifter. Note how small the needle bearings are and how the smallest
debris in the oiling system can cause a big problem. Fun fact: Located in the oil fil-
ter housing is a bypass valve set at 27 psi that once activated will force the engine
oil to bypass the oil filter and become distributed throughout the engine unfil-
tered. A great way to avoid this is by changing your oil often and sticking to OEM
oil filters.

9 Now that the
head bolts have
been removed,
Julio can now start
to remove 
the cylinder heads;
here’s a great look
into what kind of a
beating your head 
gaskets take.

12 With teardown complete, Hector begins to clean the mounting surface on the
short block with very light sanding to remove any debris from the old head gasket
followed up with a chemical cleaning to remove excess debris left over to ensure a
clean mounting surface.

6 With the valve covers removed, Hector and Julio begin to remove the fuel injec-
tors, high pressure fuel rails and fuel injector lines. It’s worth noting that fuel injec-
tor lines are one time use. All you DIYers make sure you replace them any time they
are removed.
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PLANNING AHEADTech

13 Here’s a look at the Alliant Power head gasket kit. Included is everything we
needed, including: head gaskets, exhaust manifold gaskets, rocker box gaskets,
valve cover gaskets, injector reseal kits and fuel lines, intake gasket kit, EGR cooler
gasket kit, turbocharger gasket kit, oil cooler kit, and last but not least, the ARP
head stud kit. 

16 Before installing the ARP
studs from our Alliant
Power kit, it’s very impor-
tant to generously coat the
end of the stud with ARP
Ultra-Torque assembly 
lubricant (included). ARP
Ultra-Torque will eliminate
the possibility of a false
torque reading and will 
ensure consistent fastener
preload for every head stud.

14 While we can appre-
ciate Fords attempt at
solving their head gas-
ket woes by upgrading
the stock head bolts to
16mm and a heavier
torque specification,
there is still no compar-
ison to the strength of
a set of ARP head
studs.

17 After installing the ARP studs into the block hand tight, Hector and Julio in-
stalled a fresh set of rebuilt cylinder heads which is something they do at Bud’s
Diesel for every head gasket job and applied more ARP Ultra-Torque to the top of
the studs and washers.

15 With the mounting surface cleaned and head gasket installed from the 
Alliant Power kit, it’s very important to make sure that the cylinder head 
alignment dowels are reinstalled (top left and top right corners).

18 With the ARP head studs
lubricated and tightened
hand tight, Hector begins the
hefty torque sequence for
these monstrous 16x2.0 head
studs. The 6.4 Power Stroke
ARP head stud kit has a 3-
step torque sequence starting
at 90 ft-lbs. and finishing at a
staggering 275 ft-lbs., which
is exhausting to say the least
but really shows how much of
an upgrade the ARP head
stud kit is when you are
torqueing it 110 ft-lbs. more
than stock.
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PLANNING AHEADTech
19 Julio begins the
reinstallation of
push rods and
rocker arms follow-
ing factory specific
torque specifica-
tions for all compo-
nents prior to
installation of the
rocker box and fuel
components.

22 Installation of
the intake manifold
using the intake
gasket kit is a
breeze when you
have a set of help-
ing hand; it’s also
the last step before
installing high pres-
sure fuel lines and
turbochargers.

20 With the rocker boxes installed, as well as the high pressure fuel rail and fuel
injectors, Hector finishes torqueing the fuel injector hold-down clamps before in-
stalling fuel lines since they obstruct some of the bolts.

23 As you can see, installing the series sequential turbochargers is a two-person
job. With not only their weight but awkward size, it’s a task that demands both
Hector and Julio’s participation. 

21 Installing the new fuel lines from our Alliant Power kit is easy when you have
the proper tools. Hector is using a special crow’s foot attachment to torque the
fuel lines to factory specifications.

24 Finishing up the small odds and ends prior to the cab being lowered and fluid
being refilled, a huge thank you to Hector Lezama, Julio Lezama and the rest of the
staff at Bud’s Diesel for showing us that “planning ahead” can keep your 6.4 Power
Stroke on the road for years to come.

Fuel in Oil 
Due to the regeneration system of the 6.4 Power Stroke, it’s very
common for the presence of excessive amounts of fuel in your 
engine oil. Fuel robs all lubricity from the engine oil and can cause
catastrophic engine damage (Pictured). The most common parts
that fail are the hydraulic lifters, which in turn will damage the
camshaft, causing groves or flat spots which will start the slippery
slope of engine failures. The best course of action for any 6.4 owner is
to change your oil more frequently and check oil levels often in 
between oil changes.

SOURCE
BUD'S DIESEL
714.902.1467
BudsDiesel.com
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TEXT AND PHOTOS BY JACOB WHITE

Part 1
Weld-It Yourself
D

iesel truck enthusiasts are a very unique breed of people: maybe it comes from their upbringing, growing
up around cars and trucks with their dads or just because that’s the kind of friends they ran around with in
high school. Regardless, a lot of truck owners out there love being able to save themselves a little coin on

aftermarket parts because they can do the labor themselves—or, simply because they are willing to put in the   -
effort and learn as they go. Looking to cater to the DIY crowd and save them a little on expenses, the folks at
MOVE Bumpers of Lewiston, Montana, saw an opportunity to take a different approach to offering an already
hot item. 

MOVE Bumper’s DIY Kit

HD BUMPERS
The popularity of the aftermarket really exploded over the

course of the last few years, and there are now dozens of com-
panies out there that offer bumpers with stronger impact re-
sistance and mounting locations for extra lighting and winches.
A big drawback to some of these bumpers, however, is the
labor-intensive fabrication and high-freight charges that leave
them with a hefty price tag.

This is where MOVE Bumpers came into the picture. The
design and engineering team at MOVE have developed a com-
plete line of DIY style bumper kits to fit just about every make
and model in the light-duty market. By supplying the customer
with laser cut steel pieces that have been precisely fo  rmed and
bent to fit each specific application, anyone with a welder and
some fabrication skills can put one of these bumpers together.
The DIY kits are substantially cheaper than completed

Tech
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bumpers on the market, and an owner can take a sense of pride
in knowing he’s built something with his own two hands, not to
mention their three main designs (Standard, Pre-Runner, Full
Grille) look incredible on the front of any truck.

Designed on state-of-the art 3D simulators, MOVE’s CNC and
metal-forming machines turn ordinary 3/16-inch plate steel into
easy-to-fabricate kits that can be turned into a completed
bumper in a matter of hours. Kits can be special ordered through
their website with multiple options to choose from, each bumper
kit comes standard with square cutouts for two sets of lights on

the outer edges and a 20-inch light bar in the center. Kits can be
modified for more or less lighting and even a winch mount.

The kit used in this article is the Standard Bumper kit for 2001-
2002 Chevrolet Silverado HDs; it uses their standard lighting
setup and will be powdercoated and outfitted with lighting from
TigerLights.com. Part 1 of the project will cover the fabrication of
the bumper with Part 2 following up with the finishing, coating
and wiring of lights. The fabrication process can be rather time
consuming and will require the help of a buddy or two (obviously
the more experience you have under a welding mask, the easier

1 This Standard Bumper kit from MOVE offers a sleek but bold design for a heavy-duty front bumper. With mounting locations for two sets of square lights and a 20-inch
light bar, the 2001-2002 Chevrolet HD it will soon be mounted on should be able to turn the day into night while looking great and offering great front-end protection.

2 Obviously, the first part of this project will be getting the stock bumper removed.
It’s always smart to disconnect the batteries when working on a truck, especially
when you plan to be grounding the vehicle to do some welding.

3 With the grille shell, bumper, and fog lights, the factory tow hooks will also get
unbolted as the new bumper brackets will bolt in their place.
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from rusting and offer great durability from road debris for years
to come. 

MOVE’s found a very interesting angle at offering a product 
that after a little elbow grease and sweat of the brow, any DIYer
can have—a fully custom, budget-minded, heavy duty bumper. DW

this job will be). A good MIG welder, 4.5-inch grinder with various
flap and sanding discs, and basic hand tools will be required.
Once the fabrication is completed and all the welds and are
cleaned up, there are multiple options to finishing it off: powder
coat, paint, or even a spray-on bed liner can help protect the steel

Tech

4 With the supplied upper-and-lower bumper brackets bolted loosely into place, the main center section of the bumper can be lifted into place and centered. The help of
a few friends will make this a little easier, but the floor jack and ratchet strap also proved useful. While a square and level can help dial in the location of this center piece,
a good set of eyes to make sure the lines all follow along the grille and brackets like it should is key.

5 Once the centerpiece was tacked into place and measurements were taken to be
sure it was even and perfectly centered on the truck, the outer wings could be
tacked into place. MOVE’s engineers put in a lot of effort to make sure these pre-
cut and pre-bent pieces would all fit the truck perfectly.

6 With both outer wings tacked into place, you’ll finally get a good look at what
the finished product is going to look like on the truck. There is still a lot of work left
to do before this project is finished. Notice how nicely the centerpiece follows the
grille and how the wings follow along the lights.
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SOURCES
MOVE BUMPERS
MOVEbumpers.com
877.462.4816

TIGER LIGHTS
TigerLights.com
877.928.1646

PART 1: WELD-IT YOURSELF

7 The last main pieces to go on are the outer end caps; these will really complete
the look of the bumper and help add rigidity to the structure as a whole.

10 The fully tacked bumper was removed from the truck to help make tacking the
light bar brackets and tabs into place easier. Access to the back side of the bumper
was a bit tough, and this will ensure everything is located perfectly so the final in-
stallation will be easier.

8 The endcaps have been tacked into place and the bumper can now start being
welded. Remember to take your time and skip around from place to place when
putting in the final beads. The steel will move and warp with heat, so be prepared
to spend some time checking to make sure nothing moves too far out of place.

11 The MIG welder was fired up and the final beads were laid down along all the
joints, both front and back. After all of the welding is complete, you’ll want to go
over all of them with an angle grinder and some flap discs. You may need to go
back and fill some spots with weld to make sure there are no holes, but the more
time you spend prepping and smoothing these joints, the better the finished prod-
uct will turn out.

9 Tiger Lights out of Tangent, Oregon, makes a pretty big assortment of LED lights
that all offer Limited Lifetime Warranties. Their new 20-inch Crossfire Light Bar
and two sets of their LED Square Flood lights will fit perfectly into the new
bumper and help turn the night back into day.

12 After an hour or two of grinding and sanding, the bumper is finally ready for its
finish coat. This particular bumper will be headed to powdercoat for a textured
black finish, which should look great on the glossy black truck. Spray-on bed liner
is also a popular choice for these bumpers, as it stands up really well to the road
debris and is hard to chip and damage. Follow along next issue to see the complete
bumper get installed and wired up for lights.   
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ENTER THE 84
The 84 lineup came in seven

basic models with a range of con-
figurations for each. Power out-
puts ranged from 36 to 73 hp. The

smallest was the 384 with a 154 ci
36-hp diesel four cylinder. The
484 made 42 hp from a 179 ci, 3-
cylinder diesel. The 584 had 52
hp from a 206ci diesel four. A 684

1978 IH 584 Utility
BY JIM ALLEN

N
o matter how hot the horsepower race got with the big tractors, a good deal of any 
tractor company's business were the smaller utility tractors. Good products in this 
category always made for a healthier company. As the '80s approached, International

Harvester realized it was time to update its 64 and 74 series small tractors, and thus, 
for 1977 and 1978, the 84 series tractors debuted.

model had a 239 ci, 63 hp diesel.
The 784 had a 246-ci diesel that
made 67 PTO hp. The Big Dog was
the 884, which didn't come to the
line until '80 with a 268 ci, 73-hp

You Get More in a New 84

This tractor is owned by Gavin Knisely, a well known Southern Ohio head-porting pro. It's a show tractor that works, or a work tractor that shows. Either way it's handy for
him at his rural shop. The difference between a Utility and Rowcrop was getting pretty blurry when this '78 rolled off the line. Less and less was mechanical row cultivation
done, which required the wheel track to match the crop row widths. Adjustable tread tractors were not needed as cultivation began to be done chemically more than me-
chanically. A Utility could have all the other features of the Rowcrop, including PRO, 3-point and even the weight bracket. A few years after this tractor was built, IH intro-
duced a 584 with FWA, as well as a low profile tractor for orchard work, turf use or as an industrial.  
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Well equipped, with a 540 RPM PTO, and a three point lift: One of the design features of the 84 series was placing the fuel tank in the rear, where the extra weight of the 20
gallons added to traction. Because the 584 was a "world" tractor, it had features like rear lights, which were not required in the U.S. 

"Octopus operators needed!" Among the few complaints about the 584 was that there were too many levers and
controls. Still, it was a reasonably comfortable place to work.

“MOST OF THE 84 SERIES TRACTORS LASTED TO 
1984 AND WERE SOLD INTO 1985, WHEN THE 

MERGER WITH CASE TOOK PLACE”

The Neuss D206 was essentially a D310 six with two
cylinders lobbed off. Or, you could say the D310 was a
D206 with two jugs added. Both these engines shared
a lot with the D239 four and D258 six, which had the
same bore but a longer stroke (5.06”. vs 4.375”.) The
D206 and D310 were earlier designs. There were a lot
of parts interchanges in this engine family. The D206
saw use in a few other IH industrial applications, but
we couldn't find any road applications for it. It did
have a higher power rating than seen in tractors, 65 hp
at 2,500 rpm. Torque was the same as the tractors 148
lbs-ft. at 1,600-2,200. The Neuss D358 six had a road
rating that spun it up to 3,000 rpm. There is no record
of a turbo version of this engine but a turbocharged
DT239 was built. The D206 lasted into the mid '90s.
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Tractor Talk

four. There was also a Hydro 84, which
used a 246 ci four coupled to a version of
IH's Hydrostatic drive, and it cranked out
59 PTO hp. There was a small 284 too, but
it was more of a lawn-and-garden tractor
and not really a mainstream “ag tractor,”
though it's sometimes listed as such.

Many of the 84 series tractors were
available in Utility or Rowcrop configura-
tions. The 584, 684, 784, 884 and Hydro
84 came both ways, but the others came
only as Utilities. The main difference was
an adjustable wheel track. The '84 line was
built in IH’s Doncaster, England, factory and
most of the engines used came from the IH
Neuss engine factory in Germany.

The 584 was the middle sibling in the
84 line and popular all over the world. It
was powered by a Neuss D206, 206 ci
four-cylinder, direct-injected, wet-sleeved
diesel. Neuss rated it at 57-65 flywheel
horsepower (depending on rpm) and it
cranked out 52.54 PTO horsepower in a
1979 Nebraska Tractor Test. It was a five
main engine with the general architecture
of the Neuss D310 sixes also used in larger
IH tractors of the recent past.

The 584 used an 8-speed gearbox, four
speeds in the main box with a 2-speed
range box. It didn't have a TA (Torque Am-
plifier, aka "Torque"). It came as a fixed-
track Utility or as a Rowcrop with an

adjustable track. A 540 rpm live PTO was
common on the Rowcrops as was a 3-
point lift. It came standard with power
steering, a diff-lock and ROPS (Rollover
Protection System). A canopy was avail-
able but no cabs on the 584. Cabs were
offered for the larger 84 Series, and in the
early '80s, the 84 line could be ordered
with Front-Wheel Assist (FWA).

Most of the 84 Series tractors lasted
to 1984 and were sold into 1985, when
the merger with Case took place. It could
be said that these were the last small
tractors built by International Harvester
and they have been called among 
their best. DW

TYPICAL SPECIFICATIONS:    

1978 International Harvester 584 Utility
*ENGINE: 4-cyl, Neuss D206
*DISPLACEMENT: 206 ci
*BORE & STROKE: 3.875 x 4.375”
*FLYWHEEL POWER: 60 hp @ 2,300 rpm
*FLYWHEEL TORQUE: 148 lbs-ft. @ 1,600-2,200 rpm
*RATED PTO POWER: 52.54 hp @ 2,300 rpm
*RATED DRAWBAR POWER: 46.73 hp @ 2,300 rpm
*COMPRESSION RATIO: 15.3:1
*TRANSMISSION: 8-speed (4x2)
*TIRES: Front- 9.5L-15

Rear- 16.9-28
*FUEL CONSUMPTION: 3.5 GPH @ max power
*DRAWBAR PULL: 6,859 lbs. @ 12.9% slip (max ballast)
*WEIGHT: 5,665 lbs. 
*FUEL CAPACITY: 20 gal. 
*TOP SPEED: 18.4 mph

* As Rated by Nebraska Tractor Test 1313

The D206 was economical, a Neuss trait, and reliable. It shared another general Neuss trait: cold bloodedness. They were not great cold starters due to their exceptionally low
15.3:1 compression ratio. A fully warmed up Neuss barely even sounds like a diesel. Replacement piston and liner kits usually bump that ratio up to about 16:1, which helps on
the cold starts. In tractors, these engines were rated at 2,300 rpm and about 60-flywheel horsepower. Bosch pumps were used, a VA4-100H in this case, and Bosch DLLA 
injectors. The block heater is a vital necessity in cold climates.

An impressive rack. Doubtful this 584 needs 800 lbs. of weight up front but perhaps
it's just a place to store the 100 lbs. suitcase weights. The 584 Utility models could be
distinguished mainly by their swept-back front axles, non-adjustable wheel track
and exhaust system that exited low rather than up. 

“THE 584 CAME STANDARD WITH POWER STEERING, 
A DIFF-LOCK AND ROPS (ROLLOVER PROTECTION SYSTEM)”
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Cab and Chassis Power Specs 

Jim, can you explain to me why cab and chassis models have less
horsepower and torque than the standard version?

Thanks,
Russ Willman
Via Email

Good question Russ! Actually, there are a few reasons why a cab and
chassis model has a different power/torque rating than a pickup truck.
Here are a couple of the more important ones:

A cab & chassis model is most often used for commercial applica-
tions. Buyers install their own utility box or body that suits a specific job

requirement. As a result, emissions requirements for commercial trucks
are generally less stringent than those applied to pickup trucks, but the
EPA could require a different power rating to meet or sometimes qualify
for those less stringent emissions standards. 

Most pickup trucks accumulate a large majority of their miles while
running lightly loaded. From a drivetrain durability standpoint, pickup
trucks can run with more power because the average loads are less than
what might be expected for a commercial work truck. 

Generally, the cab and chassis models leave the factory with their 
engines tuned to 80-90 percent of the horsepower and torque offered in
an HD pickup truck. Keep in mind that the power level generated by cur-
rent diesel engines is astonishing when compared to the diesel power
specifications of the 1990s – even in a cab and chassis model. 

Q&A
TECH

BY JIM BIGLEY

Got a Question?
Email your technical questions to

DW-Editor@EngagedMediaInc.com





Warranty Denial

Hello Diesel World,
I need your help in answering a question I

have about warranties. I bought a 2011 Chevy
Duramax a few months ago that soon devel-
oped a hard start problem. The hard start
problem was accompanied by a “Service 
Engine Soon” warning lamp and trouble code
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P0380. I also noticed  the “Wait to Start”
warning lamp on the dash wasn’t working 
correctly when I started the truck cold. 

The truck is nearing the end of its war-
ranty, so I visited a local dealership to have
the hard start problem taken care of. To my
shock, I was informed that the warranty had
been denied because of an unauthorized
modification – something about “Engine Cali-

Q&A
TECH

bration Snapshot”. What do I do? Thanks.
George Renforth
Visalia, CA

Sorry to hear this George, but there is some
good news and maybe some bad news.

First, the bad news: The EPA began getting
serious with vehicle manufacturers and the
performance market several years ago with 
regard to emissions and emissions systems 
devices. Most dealers will now look at the 
“Engine Calibration Snapshot” using a Tech II
Scan Tool whenever a 2007 or newer Duramax
equipped truck is being considered for war-
ranty service. The EPA has instructed dealers
to determine whether the vehicle owner has
modified the vehicle programming in any way
that could affect emissions. We’re told a resid-
ual programming code will remain in the vehi-
cle computer if the current or prior vehicle
owner used a non-GM approved performance
program or plug-in module, even if that pro-
gram or module had been removed.

The good news: If you bought this truck
from an authorized GM dealer, they may be
willing to help you with warranty coverage
anyway. They likely didn’t know about the
unauthorized programming mods, but maybe
they should have. In my experience, a fair 
dealership would be willing to work with you.

If you bought this truck from a third party,
you may have to deal with the repair on your
own. Fortunately, solving trouble code P0380
is a relatively easy and not too expensive 
repair – simply replace the glow plug relay
module. 

Surging Diesel

Sir, my Duramax has been intermittently
surging. I have replaced the fuel filter at the
recommended intervals. I had the dealer
check this problem. Their suspicion was that
perhaps rust could have damaged the fuel
regulator or injection pump. It would seem
that if this was true, the problem would be
constant, not intermittent.

Thanks, 
John Wainright
Via Email
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Surging at idle is more often due to a prob-
lem with the FPR (Fuel Pressure Regulator).
GM considers a quite wide +/- 100 RPM idle
surge as within acceptable specifications and
is not a warrantable defect.  Try running a fuel
treatment that includes an injector cleaner
and additional fuel lubricity. My LB7 Duramax
began surging a couple of years ago. A few
tanks of treated fuel nearly cured it. An FPR
replacement is about an $800 out-of-war-

ranty repair.
Unless you’ve experienced and identified 

a water-in-fuel problem, I would not consider
rust to be a problem. However, a fuel filter re-
placement could help eliminate that possibil-
ity. So, replace the fuel filter, and cut open the
old filter canister – looking for rust. I suspect
you won’t find any. Hope this helps. DW
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Transfer Flow 99
TS Performance 109
TSW Alloy Wheels 113
US Diesel/Gomers Warehouse 175
Warren Diesel 73
Wilwood Engineering 67
Xtreme Diesel Performance 9
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to visit our website
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Shop PDP for all your OEM  
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Go with the Pros!

Call Today!
715-204-3115

Save Time & Money
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‘98-‘02
DODGE RAM 
DRIVER SIDE 
REPLACEMENT 
SEAT CUSHION

Another exclusive product 
from Geno’s Garage!

After being long out of production, 
you can finally replace the seat cushion 

in your Second Generation truck.

$125.00 
GG-SC9801

Fits ‘98-’02 Ram 2500/3500 and ‘98-’01 Ram 1500 Quad Cab 
trucks with Cloth seats – Electric or Manual equipped.

Cushion for leather seats coming soon.

(770) 886-2500 Tech 
1150 Samples Industrial Drive  Cumming, GA 30041

RAM TURBO DIESEL 
PARTS & ACCESSORIES
1500  2500  3500  4500  5500

800-755-1715
genosgarage.com

56th annual Circle K NHRA Winternationals
Feb. 11-14 • Pomona, Calif.

32nd annual CARQUEST Auto Parts 
NHRA Nationals
Feb. 26-28 • Phoenix

47th annual Amalie Motor Oil 
NHRA Gatornationals
March 17-20 • Gainesville

17th annual DENSO Spark Plugs NHRA Nationals
April 1-3 • Las Vegas

7th annual NHRA Four-Wide Nationals
April 22-24 • Charlotte, N.C.

29th annual NHRA SpringNationals
April 29-May 1 • Houston

36th annual Summit Racing Equipment NHRA 
Southern Nationals
May 13-15 • Atlanta

28th annual NHRA Kansas Nationals
May 13-15 • Topeka, Kan.

4th annual NHRA New England Nationals
June 3-5 • Epping, N.H.

47th annual NHRA Summernationals
June 9-12 • Englishtown

16th annual NHRA Thunder Valley Nationals
June 17-19 • Bristol, Tenn.

10th annual Summit Racing Equipment 
NHRA Nationals
June 23-26 • Norwalk, Ohio

19th annual Route 66 NHRA Nationals
July 7-10 • Chicago

37th annual Mopar Mile-High NHRA Nationals
July 22-24 • Denver

29th annual Toyota NHRA Sonoma Nationals
July 29-31 • Sonoma, Calif.

29th annual NHRA Northwest Nationals
Aug. 5-7 • Seattle

35th annual Lucas Oil NHRA Nationals
Aug. 18-21 • Brainerd, Minn.

62nd annual Chevrolet Performance 
U.S. Nationals
Aug. 31-Sept. 5 • Indianapolis

9th annual NHRA Carolina Nationals
Sept. 16-18 • Charlotte, N.C.

5th annual AAA Insurance NHRA 
Midwest Nationals
Sept. 23-25 • St. Louis

32nd annual NHRA Keystone Nationals
Sept. 29-Oct. 2 • Reading, Pa.

31st annual AAA Texas NHRA FallNationals
Oct. 13-16 • Dallas

16th annual NHRA Toyota Nationals
Oct. 27-30 • Las Vegas

52nd annual Auto Club NHRA Finals
Nov. 10-13 • Pomona, Calif.

EVENT SCHEDULE

NHRA MELLO YELLO DRAG RACING SERIES 

COUNTDOWN TO THE CHAMPIONSHIP

2016

FOR COMPLETE SCHEDULE 

AND TICKETS GO TO NHRA.COM



Performance 
Cooling

Flex-a-lite • 800-851-1510
Follow us on

Patented  
Radiator  
Sidetanks
No-drill, direct fit radiator and 
electric fan system for 2003-2007 
Ford Super Duty 6.0L Power Stroke

Visit www.flex-a-lite.com to 
find the best performance 
cooling products for your 
diesel truck!

Transmission Coolers
Keep your transmission cool 
with Translife® coolers, cooler 
guards and mounting kits.

More Power and  
Fuel Economy
Electric fan conversion kits for 
Ford Super Duty and Dodge 
2500/3500 trucks give you more 
power and save you fuel












